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Harms Disappoints

“INFAMOUS LIE,” SAYS LERMOND
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Mr. Bolet. in explanation. Is a Heaven.”
But this would be “Socialism!''
Cuban. 24 years of age. modest,
In a country as rich as ours— you exclaim. What of iu-haven't
serious boyish in appearance, "overflowing with milk and honey," the people the right to own "their’’
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No orders two large, no orders too CENT
IHE rather handsome. He is a graduate with plenty for all, there is abso country? Haven't they the consti
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of Philadelphia, under David Sa- going hungry, or In rags, or with tries for the equal welfare of all
sell them all. Fred E. Harden.
"The Magazine Man" Tel. 35-W.—
perton. and is doing post graduate lack of shelter and warmth. No the people?
The flag? I respect and honor
work at the Institute at the present «cuse„ for unemployment. Presiadv.
151-lt
149-154 time. He has also spent two years denl ^cvelts Commission of 50 “the Stars and Stripes." so highly
ln Europe both in concert and study expert engineers and technicians that I would like to see it wave oyer
and has concertized Fxtenslveiv in ° make a survey of the P°tentlal! a free and happy nation—a nation
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Etudes: E Oat major. Opus 10 No 11
C sharp minor. Onus 10 No 4
C sharp minor. Onus 25 No. 7
A minor. Onus 25 No. 11
Ballade ln O minor. Opus 23
Chopin

There's a sale going on right now. Next
month the rates on old-age income policies
are going up—substantially. NOW Is the
time to begin—or add to—your old-age in
come plans.

,
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Three Intermezzi. Opus 117.
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AS TO FR. COUGHLIN

“Subscriber” Pays Respects To Communistic
Jews and the Newspapers

Red Stockings

425 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
150-152

sociated Press despatches whicli had
Rockland, Dec. 14
appeared in the daily newspapers
Editor of The Courier -Gazette :—
Fill Them and You Aid the
Reading between the lines of your the previous day. Probably the
I editorials in recent issues on Rev. word “militant" should have been
Good Work of Clara Bar Charles E. Coughlin, one can see used instead of "turbulent," but
[ that you dislike the man. I won- whatever may be said of the Royal
ton Camp
i der whether these editorials are Oaks priest he certainly has the
faculty of arousing antagonism as
Have you ever used one of the original with you. or have been sent well as the spirit of loyal endorse
I
you
by
some
syndicate?
little Christmas stockings ? We gen
You attack Father Coughlin for ment. Listening to his broadcasts
erally think of stockings in pairs.
ever a long period we have admired
what
you call hls anti-Semitism
Could you use a pair?
You caption your Tuesday edito hls outspokenness, sometimes en
Great things have been wrought
Coughlin.
” Not dorsing his policies and sometimes
from the contents of these little, rial "The
_ , Turbulent
A
,
questioning them, and believe we
stockings. And greater things are respectful to say the least You were Just as much entitled to our
,
.
. , nVs o »•/» n. Va, rva xxrirrv unronrir)f7
yet in store for these m need, if charge him with “creating an in view as "Subscriber" Is to his. But
more stockings can be filled flammatory spirit." I wonder, Mr we cannot plead “guilty” because
Equipped to look out for .vour dimes, Editor, whether you have heard or we have republished views from
they have been known to care for read his talk.?? I heard the speech
in question twice, and all I heard such a standard authority as the
a five dollar bill.
In order that there may be no were facts. If he wants to say a ■ Associated Press. Ed.l
confusion in minds as to how th? I wcrd about the persecution of
camo operates we give the follow Christians, which you and the rest
ing information. The Clara Barton of the editors of the country con
Camp for diabetic girls is the joint ceal, I don’t know why you should
project of Dr. Elliot P. Joslin and squeal.
You and the rest of them had Our Ice Breaker Has Been
the Woman's National Missionary
Association of the Universalist very little to say about the mass
Towing Targets the Past
Church. Dr. Joslin and his co acre of Christians in Russia. Mexico
workers provide everything neces and Spain, but when Hitler steps on
Summer
sary for expert medical care of the a Jews' toes you make a big fuss. I
children, including nurses, dietitian, wonder if the great number of
Wlien the Coast Guard icebreaker
technician laboratory equipment Jewish advertisers has anything to
Kickapoo arrives at this port shortly
insulin, etc. The W.N.M.A. fur- do with it?
You say that “his views are not she will be commanded by Lieut.
i nishes the house equipment and is
In
accord with those of Pope Pius ” Quentin R. Walsh, who has been
| 1 assisted financially in operating ex
transferred from the cutter Cayuga
penses by its young women groups, I wonder if you have read anything for that duty.
and generous friends and groups that Pius has written? I have read
Before being recommissioned at
cutside the church. Tne expenses many of his encyclicals and find Baltimore the Kickapoo had been
include food, cook. ;amn director, that Father Coughlin often incor engaged in towing targets for ma
porates them into his sermons, word
camp ho'tess and councillors.
The Clara Barton camp is open 10 , for word. You charge him with rine gun fire. And previous to the
weeks every summer, since 1932 "anti-Semitism." As a matter of target serving service which dis
turbed her usual summer's sleep at
when it was dedicated "to the serv fact he was condemning Hitler's Baltimore, the Kickapoo's boilers
ice of humanity" Last summer persecution of the Jews. He is were thoroughly overhauled and
128 different girls came from 12 anti-Jewish communist, but not several thousand rivets ln her hull
States. Canaria and the Philippines ariti-Jewish.
Hilaire Belloc in "The Jews,” has —which had been worn down by
How pleasing it would be to Clara
constant grinding against ice—were
Barton to know that here where written the last word on that sub- replaced.
ejet.
Here
is
what
he
says
in
"G.
she was born Dec. 25. 1821. we are
The Kickapoo, a veteran of the
trying to live the faith she so loved k.'s Weekly," perhaps the best pubin our service to little girls. How j lication of its kind in the English Coast Guard fleet, is an 840-ton,
coal-burning vessel, with a triple
fitting that this camp should be- | language, for February 4. 1937
reciprocating engine
'As for any one who does not expansion
g \ come a living monument tc Clara
4 i Barton, serving diabetic children. know that the present revolution driving a single propellor.
t Many of the children are unable ary Bolshevist movement is Jewish
to pay for their own insulin, to say or Russia. I can only say that he
8: nothing of expenses, but all are re- must be a man who is taken in by
i ceived regardless of finances, creed the suppressions of our deplorable
or nationality. To have diabetes press.”
If you but glance at the picture So Many Persons In Need
is thc only requirement for entrance
€ To quote Dr. Joslin:—“The finest of Communists in the daily papers,
Turn To the Salvation
work, for the least expense for dia- particularly the ones in New York,
Army
4 betic children in the United States you would notice their Jewish fea
is that done for diabetic children at tures. Perhaps you do not know
that the real name of Karl Marx
Every day by mall, phone and
the Clara Barton Camp."
§
Over 1000 persons visited the was Mordecai. that of Bela Kuhn. personal contact, requests continue
birthplace last year. Many came Cohen; that Trotzky, Qitvinoff and to come to the Salvation Army
who did not find time to leave their many other of the Communist lead Headquarters from many people
ers are Jewish?
who have no other prospects of
j names in the guest-book.
You say that “Mr. Hogan spoke in having the things we consider as
As a child Clara Barton spent
refutation
of
Fr.
Coughlin's
views."
necessary for Christmas cheer.
her summers at South Windsor.
How many of these requests will
Maine. She served as a nurse in the Mr. Hogan denied that he was do
Civil War. and ln 1882 was instru- ing that. As a lawyer, he was hired be answered ls still a matter of un
certainty. It all depends upon the
2 , mental in having president Chester to defend Jews, and did so.
J A Arthur sign the articles of the The Jewish question is a prob extent to which the Army is sup
A Geneva Treaty, by means of which lem and the sooner we realize lt, ported in donations of money and
thc American Red Cross came into the better, even for the Jews them material by the people of the
selves. It does not do any good county.
A being.
What more fitting than the stocking, to hide from it, like an ostrich.
There is no time during the year
Emblem of our Christmas giving;
Rather bring it out to the light of when the spirit of friendliness is so
Emblem of the Christmas baby
day and try to settle it. But do not prevalent as at the present time.
Who gave hope to all the suffering.
jump on a man who has the courage And it is now when Friendliness
Wt shall fill It. overflowing.
We shall find It with devotion.
to speak out in the open about a counts more than ever, Tie suc
As a real .and living symbol
problem everybody else ls talking cess of the Army's Christmas effort
Of our love for Clara Barton "
will be secured only by your prac
about, privately.
Maude Blodgett. Chairman.
Subscriber
tical friendliness. The need ls
Rockland, Maine.
LWe regret that the writer of the urgent, but if everyone will show an
[These little red pasteboard
stockings each hold ten dimes, or a above letter should have chosen to interest in this work, the need will
one dollar bill. The Methebesec club display so much animosity to the be met.
Any donations of money, food or
members have filled three, Itooevik press. If he will kindly re-read the
Club one, Chapin Class one, and the editorial headed "Tie Turbulent clothing may be left at 477 Main
Universalist Mission Circle 15 or Coughlin” he will see that practical street, or if you desire, phone 514
ly all of it was the substance of As- and some one will call to see you.
more.—Ed.]
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ROGER BABSON SEES DECLINE
[Our editorial column today gives place to the following important
statement by Roger W. Babson, delivered before the Knoxville (Tenn.)
Rotary Club Tuesday.]
• » • •
My question today is not whether business will be good or bad in
1939. I believe that most business analysts are convinced that in 1939,
on the average, will be a year of activity,—with higher prices for com
modities, real estate and securities. At the year-end the press of this
country will carry my definite forecast of wage, job, trade and living
cost trends for 1939.
At home, our industrial and financial communities are distinctly
encouraged by the results of last month's elections. They represent
an apparent turn to the right. The swing means no new radical
legislation in the next two years. Remember, however, that President
Roosevelt still holds the veto power to block any strong conservative
program. "Third-term" possibilities may have been killed, although at
present there is no assurance of a 1940 Republican victory. Abroad,
the Munich Pact, if honestly developed, still holds hope of inter
national good-will.
There is, however, a question as to the Long-Term Trend. Is it
Changing? There are no less than ten definite factors whirh raise
the important question whether the U. S. Line of Normal Growth may
not now have changed its slope. Over the months ahead, watch the
long-term tendencies.
• • • (•

1. LABOR: The nation's economic growth may be slowing down
by action of labor unions, labor legislation, the restricting of hours,
the inflating of wage rates, following the after-effects of sitdown
strikes and other disorder.
2. FARM PROBLEM: Agricultural wealth cannot permanently
be maintained by restricted output, padded prices, unearned boun
ties, non-seeured loans and other interference with natural laws.
3. CONFIDENCE: Growth rate of the nation's business demands
the faith of employers—which cannot flourish in the face of continual
attacks by government and labor.
4. MONEY' RATES: Confidence of investors is being undermined
by current money rates which actually are fictitious. Money rates arc
being manipulated by the government today as stock prices were
rigged by traders in 1929.
5. GOLD. Day by day we are imperilling our future by the foolish
policy of exchanging our real assets for the world's gold—good only to
gild picture frames and fill teeth!
6. ARMAMENT: Although temporarily stimulating to activity,
our present armament program cannot replace sound business enter
prise. Are munitions an asset or a liability?
7. RELIEF: The apparent intent of the administration to make
the relief rolls as permanent as the army and navy surely can have
only a depressive effect upon the nation's real progress.
8. POPULATION: Leveling off of our population curves, due in
part to a lower birth rate and restricted immigration, is now making
itself felt. This new trend of population in the future may be
intensified.
9. TAXATION: Every one of the above menaces spells: Higher
Taxes, Taxation is one of the surest ways to rob a nation of the
incentive for individual growth and national expansion.
10. RELIGION: The current disregard for the Ten Command
ments must, in the long run, have a depressing effect upon employ
ment and, if continued, affect the trend of the U. S. Line of Normal
Growth.

WILL 1940 GIVE ANSWER?
Let me make my position clear beyond the shadow of a doubt.
For 1939, I regard the outlook as optimistir, notwithstanding the ten
above-mentioned factors. The thing I question is whether these and
other factors are powerful enough to force a changed trend on the
country’s basic condition.
Some may feel that the answer will not be made until the votes
are counted in 1940 and the Munich Pact is really tested. Others
believe that whatever the 1940 election may bring forth, the U. S.
basic trend line is headed downward for ten years.
Finally, it is well to remember that even if this Trend Line should
develop a different slope, the Law of Action and Reaction will stall
give us black and red areas of "prosperity" and "depression" with
corresponding opportunities in securities and business.
I am today making no ten-year forecast, but I do say that 1939
and 1940 may be good business years while the nation as a whole may
be making no headway. Furthermore, unless America is swept by a
spiritual revival, I now believe the next ten years will see a decline
in living standards as well as in public morals!

“The Black Cat”

By The Roving Reporter

I had a caller yesterday in the
person of Rev. Dr. John Smith
Lowe, pastor of the Universalist
Church, who recently erected on his
premises a large and brilliantly
Illuminated Christmas tree, a source
of pleasure to his own family and
everybody else in that community.
The tree was soon discovered by
vandals who smashed many of the
bulbs and carried away many more.
The premises are now In darkness,
for the pastor sees the futility of re
placing the lights. Dr. Lowe asks
only that the lights be returned and
that the Yuletide may continue to
find expression in this outdoor
cheer. There will be no arrests, and
no scolding. “I will show those boys
that I want to be their friend,”
said the pastor simply. And therein
lies a Christmas sermon that all
can understand—-even the boys who
] may have been motivated by the
spirit of mischief alone. If malice
Dr. Lowe wonders what the future
| has in store for the boys who think
in that strain.
—o—•
Seven small fir trees stand in the
lobby window of the New Thorn
dike Hotel. Not an elaborate dis
play, yet they add much to the
Christmas spirit along the street,
and bring to that establishment the
clean atmosphere of the woodlands.
We get too little of lt save on such
occasions.
J. T. Dean of Thomaston has been
sending The Courier-Gazette to his
wife who is a patient in a Portland
hospital, and he was furnished with
a demonstration as to the newspa
per's popularity, especially among
those away from home. The nurses
who formerly lived in Knox County,
almost fought for possession of the
! paper, and one of them became so
much absorbed in it that she forgot
to attend a nurses’ party for which
she had carefully dressed.

Over in Damariscotta the other
day they extinguished a garage fire
with a quart of milk, commandeered
from a milkman's car. I hope there
will be nobody mean enough to sav
that the milk had an undue water
content. Anyhow the incident made
a good story in the Lewiston Jour
nal.

It Is a very unusual record with
which we are able to credit "Bob”
Keene, Rockland's popular city
clerk. In the 18 years of his service
he has missed attending only three
City Government meetings. Mr.
Keene (and he doesn't like the
"Mister"! stuff too well) was elected
city clerk in one of the late Mayor
Reuben 8. Thorndike's administra
tions after having received the
Maine lobster fishermen are hav function best for the good of the nomination on thc 16th ballot. Tiie
ing some long discussions over the industry.
following year he conceived the no
Among the proposals were: To tion that he would like to be regispresent legal measure Bnd it would
beam trawlers—pensions >.
,
. ..
—
appear that a majority of them de eliminate
for fishermen, raise fee to buy more ter of decds' but Ma-vor Thorndike,
sire to have it changed, according seed lobsters, offer cash reward for who was ultra conservative and ultra
to several hundred letters received information on violators, take the level-headed, advised him not to
by Sea and Shore Fisheries Com department out of politics and in- make the attempt. "Bob," said he,
’s term from ,.
.
missioner Arthur R. Greenleaf. C i crease the commissioner
...
i
you can have this Job for life." The
the 500 fishermen who mentioned ,tw? to f!'T y,®a/s' sale of licenses statement has held zood for ir
lobsters, in answer to a fisheries *3 b°t?a, flde fishermen only, more statement has held good for 18
questionnaire sent out by Oreen advertising and publicity, close j years, and it will be an ungrateful
leaf, more than 325 said that they time during the shedding season, mavor who ever appoints another
Bob
M v
would like to see a gradual increase no hauling of traps between sunset ' r,lv clerk
y
0
M y
in the present short end measure and sunrise, to be allowed to take
male
lobsters
of
any
size
.stop
SunROod
men
have
come
out
of
Applement of 3 and 1-10 inches until it
day lobstering, prohibit impounding ton and Bob Keene, the gentleman,
had reached 3 and 1-4 Inches.
Many expressed the opinion that of Canadian lobsters in Maine wa- , philosopher and humorist, is one
this change should be attempted ^rs’ co-operative selling through of them
only if other producing States did an association— insurance against
likewise while the remaining 175 loss of gear and boats, more wardens,
Dr. George B Magrath. Boston's
fishermen said that they felt that to sell licenses to no one with less
the present law should not be tam than 50 traps and to make a survey famous legal medical authority, who
pered with. Legal lobsters are now of the markets.
had investigated 20.000 deaths in 28
based on a double gauge measure
Practically every man agreed that I
.
. , .
with the 3 and 1-16 minimum and a ,Canadian lobsters were the chief >'ears' as medical examiner is dead.
5-inch maximum.
i source of trouble and that some ef- i Dr. Magrath who was a close friend
Greenleaf declined to comment on !forl should be made to reach an ] of the late Dr Walter M. Spear,
the proposal but said that he felt (agreement with Canada on ship- >as
in connection with the
a summary of the letters should be ments
Brown
murder
tn 1918.
made public for thc benefit of all
Oreenleaf said that the large
those interested in the lobster in number of replies showed that there )
—°—
dustry. He added that he would be was a great Interest in the work of j A Thomaston gtrl figured in Rudy
glad to hear from more fishermen hls department, a definite need to Vallee s program Thursday night,
on the matter so that a more correct, many existing situations and
sketch called 'The Rock.”
general opinion might be obtained. a great opportunity for his organi
I written by her, was presented.
It is understood that mast dealers zation to be of real service.
favor a change, claiming that It
' Good, of course.
would result in better lobsters for
YOUR
FAVORITE
POEM
market and higher prices for fish
------1 One year ago: The threat of anermen. They contend that under
If
,Js
ha
2
llfe
!
lve
a
^
sln
1
other world war Ls before us, Dr.
the present
measure
a
large
per,, . .
, ,
, . ,
, would have made a rule to read some
centage of lobsters caught weigh less poetry an(j n8ten to some music at John Smith Lowe told the Baptist
than one pound and that these are; least once a week The loss of these Men's League—The deer kill In
not especially popular in the market.
ls a |OR8 of happiness.—Charles
Warden Davts' district was the larg
It Is also believed that such a Darw1n
move would eliminate several mil
est
ever. 214 animals having been
THE JOY OF GIVING
lion pounds of Canadian lobsters
slain.—The Rockland Chamber of
For
somehow
not
only
at
Christmas
from the market annually. Meas
but all the tong year through.
Commerce bought the equity of the
urements are taken from the eye The Joy that you give to others is
Rockland Produce Co. in the prop
the Joy that comes back to you
socket to the end of the body shell.
the more you spend In blessing
Several dozen other suggestions And
erties it formerly utilized on Till
the poor and lonely and sad.
were made. Greenleaf had asked The more of your hearts possessing,
son Wharf —Dana D. Wright died
the fishermen to express ther views
returns to make you glad.
as to how the pepartment. might
-John Oreenleaf Whittier at his home on North Main street.

CHANGE LOBSTER MEASURE

Majority of Fishermen Interrogated Would Fix
Length At 3% Inches
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Wednesday evening, and the Happy of National Education Association
to serve as a representative from
Go Eckers Party on Thursday. ,
this State on the Advisory Com
» » « »
TBRKX- TIMES-A-WEEK
Boxing Show At Ocean The Chief of State Police
Frank A. Winslow of The Courier- mittee on International Relations,
Blessed are they which do hunger Gazette gave a most entertaining of the N.E.A., and Mr. Blaisdell has
View Ball Room Pleased
Stresses Necessity of the
and thirst after righteousness: for
interesting talk on "The Child- accepted.
President Shaw adds
__ ___
,, be filled. Matt. A5:• 6.
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... 69 123 90—282
on HOMES IN THIS VICINITY
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
New Shoe Repairing Shop
61 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
439 511 472 1422
Giendenning (1)
is at 299 Main St.
TEL. 334
McLoon ............... 99 80 103—282
Over Lamb's , Cleaners
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSI ^/INSURANCE CQ R P-O R A T I OA
145Stf
153&155
Shepherd
............
91
121
101-313
13Stf
Giendenning
........
92
98
85-275
1
... ■ 1 ——

The Courier-Gazette

New Safety Message To Reach State’s Motorists

Were Good Bouts

For Public Safety

At The High School

Arico Still “Great”

The Community
Bowling
League

Basketball Battles

Our €hrifitma»

Bargain Package

Appliances

You Save Sll. lii

All for

f

HAS BABY
A NASTY

X|

Bown

CENTIra«L\aine

Company

1 WICKS
V

FOUR PERCENT PER ANNUM

IT’S THAT NEW NASH
DRIVE AND COMPARE

join

WEATHER EYE CONDITIONED AIR

ROCKLAND NASH CO.

Rockland Loan & Building Association

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
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Every-Other-Day

Covered Wide Range

Sunshine Society will meet Mon
day for work, in the Central Maine
rooms.

Pastor MacDonald Delights Harry Edgecomb and H. M. John
Men’s League With Talk son of Appleton were in the city
Thursday on bu-tness.
and Pictures

j

Senter Cwia

Page Three

RC

SPECIAL PRICE

CHRISTMAS TREE
TWINE
lO’/zc

: : ANNOUNCEMENT! : :
The Kiwanis Club will have a
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, pas round table discussion Monday;
A! SI. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
100 lbs or over
tor of the First Baptist Church was night in the absence of a guest
SF.RMONETTE
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
We
are
now
exclusive
Rockland
Single
Coil 55 lbs, many
the center of attraction at the speaker.
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
monthly meeting of the Baptist
SUN |mon TUES WED THU FRI SAI
ends
1 lc lb
ate
for
the
fourth
Sunday
in
Ad

The Seething Deep
agents for the famous
Men's League Thursday night—lit Mrs. Virginia Drinkwater who has
vent: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
10
balls,
single
ends,
The terrible hurricane that
erally and figuratively.
been confined to her home by ill
munion at 7.30; church school at
swept New England this fall will
Sitting in the center of the din ness, has resumed her duties in
each $1.25; 5 balls $6
9.30: Holy Eucharist and sermon at
never be forgotten by those in
ing room he shot four or five films the city treasurer's offlce.
10.30; an address by Fr. Berger of
Prices for Cash Only
its
path.
The
wind
blew
as
I
of motion pictures at a screen on j
St. Thomas Parish Camden on Dio This let arrived late and these
SALES AND SERVICE
never heard it since that long
the wall keeping pace vocally with The basketball team which is to' |
cesan Missions. Evensong at 7 p. m.
special prices for stock on hau l.
• • • •
ago night when the Portland was
the interesting subjects thus por- j represent Battery E.C.A.C., this winThe
Ideal
Christmas
Gift
trayed. Repeated showings of his ter. is rorin' to go. Write to Ted
lost. Two elements then, cold
"Preparing For His Advent” will
Holy Land pictures did not lessen Sylvester, manager if you have a
and snow, were missing, but un
be the sermon topic by Rev. Charles
Phone
us
and
we
will
have
our
Hardware, Sporting Goods
controlled furry swept sea and
the pleasure they again gave,team which you think can lick it.
A. Marstaller at the Littlefield Me
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Thursday night.
land.
morial Churcli Sunday morning at
salesman vail
Huntley Hill Post and Auxiliary
The thunder of the sea upon
10.30. There will be special music.
A considerable stop was made at
Venice, and then onto Englind and I are making arrangements to fur-;
the rocks was drowned by the The church school meets at 11.45 and
the Christian Endeavor at 6. Praise
the famous lake country in Scot-j nish candy and gifts to the childroar of the storm itself. Cottages
land.
ten of the Post and Auxiliary.
and houses rocked like cradles service and sermon at 7.15. the topic
being “The Mission of the Babe of
Mr. MacDonald has used hls mo- Santa Claus will call next Saturday
but escaped, in Maine, the de
Bethlehem.” There will be a piano
struction
which
leveled
whole
tion picture camera to decided ad night at their homes.
Eighteen months to pay
solo by Howard Chase and a vocal
"COMING EVENTS CAST TIIEIR vantage in the vicinity of Rockland
settlements in Southern New
solo by Walter Griffin. Prayer meet
SHADOWS BEFORE”
I u.)
net! UO
W1WI the IV-tUll
as well
as UWIUUU,
abroad, with
result The Lions Club will have a pov
England.
ing Tuesday evening at 7.30.
Dec. 22 —Warren— Christmas enter- *un. his miriience witnessed snl°n- erty dinner next Wednesday in the
We.
fortunately,
had
no
loss
tainment and party by Congregational lnat nis audience witnessed spi.n
• • • •
did
views
taken
around
Chickawau-1
interest
of
its
charity
fund,
and
of
life
as
did
neighboring
States.
Church.
At the Universalist Church SunDec. 25—Warren—Christmas cantata. kee and Mirror lakes and other j King Lion Eenter would like to see
Trees, boats, wharves were but I day
at 10.45, Dr. Lowe will give the
"Prepare Him Room" by the Baptist places of which Knox County ci- a full attendance. Rev. Ernest O
wined splinters when daylight ! second sermon in his series on "The
Choir.
There
is
no
question
about
the'
A
RplUvpd
I
OSf
Kenyon, a member of the club will
same. There were no lights. AU
Dec. 20—Christmas ball at Camden tizens are all so proud
Spirit of Jesus and the Challenge to
efficacy of Courier-Gazptte adverrtl C UC11CVCU Luai
Opera House
Views taken at Niagara Falls were be speaker.
the wharves at Falmouth Fore • the Profit System." The church
Jan 6
Waldoboro— Parent-Teacher
tising
at
the
Stiles
Farm,
on
Route
especially
good,
and
of
course
every

side
were
damaged
severely;
ours
Ass n meets at High School auditorium.
i school will meet in the vestry at
While part of Rockland's fire 1, opposite Oakland Park. They Boat Found, But No Trace
Jan 9—Northport—Play "Little Miss body was interested in the pictures
was swept entirely into the sea.
noon. Mrs. Glover's class at her
Hitchhiker" bp Orange Dramatics Club which he made at Callander. On apparatus was on its way to the make remarkably attractive Christ
At Town Landing a great wave
residence after the morning service.
Jan. 10 (2 p m l—Dramatic reading
of
the
Missing
Lobster
South
Thomaston
fire
Thursday
mas wreaths at the Farm and their
lifted a power boat on to the
by Mrs. Maude Andrews Lincoln at tario, last summer, even if he was
Dr. Lowe's class in the church audi
Universalist vestry.
not fortunate enough to see the afternoon an alarm from Box 37 first ad in these columns brought
porch of a small cottage.
torium at the same hour. Kinder
Fishermen
Jan. 26-22 — Mid winter meeting of famous
____ _______
'called more gear to the corner of omre customers than planned for
Dionne_ quintuplets.
In the midst of the gale, stars
garten department for children three
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs ln
It was an evening of rare plea- j Main and Park streets to extinguish but now the supply is ample and
appeared for a brief space, and
to five years in the vestry during thc
Augusta.
Coast Guards resumed by air and in the East, Jupiter watched
quality excellent.
sure, made doubly so by the pres- a fire in Maynard Linscott's car.
service of worship. Mrs. Senter and
water yesterday a search for two wind and sea in their destruc j Mrs. Stone in charge.
ence of Mr. and Mrs. Hans Heistad
------Walter J. Bean of Montville has of Rockport who sang Norwegian
lebstermen whose gale-battered mo
• • • •
Among thc automobile licenses
lhe
dedication
of
the
rainbow
tive work. Starlight, however,
been appointed probation officer and Finnish folk songs with de- permanently suspended at the Sec
At the Rockland Methodist
room at the New Thorndike Hotel torboat was washed up on Schoodic did not mean clearing for soon
for Waldo County.
lightful harmony and effect. Their retary of Slate s offlce yesterday ■'•eonesday night t;s a succ-'s far Island Thursday while hope was it blew harder than ever. Sep
Church the pulpit will be filled at
selections were: "When Swallows were those cf Perley Handy. Union, beyond the expectations of Pro abandoned they would be found
10.30 by Rev. Marion J. Bradshaw
tember gales are memorable.
Malcolm Daggett is employed at Homeward Fly'' (Abt); duet, “Fin- Emerson O. Perkins, Warren, and prietor Nathan Berliawsky or Man alive.
"O Lord my God thou art very i of the Bangor Theological SemiAlton Beal. 25. of Manset and1 great; who layeth the beams of i nary. Dr. Bradshaw is a nationally
Fian.. ager Zrthul- French. The crowd
The Paramount while Harold Doak ska Skog" iFlnland Forest) folk Frank °hi.tc. Rockland.
night chef is having his vacation. song; "Blasen nu alia” (TrumpeU.O Hallow*# license was auspend- in attendance Wis so 'arg.- that Arthur Wood. 24, Southwest Har thy chambers in the waters; who I known lecturer and preacher. The
Blowing) (Bellman); "Deilig er jor-) ed until insurance is provided,
Jack Leary of Carmel hati much bor are the missing men.
maketh the clouds thy chariot, i choir will sing the anthem "We
have seen His Star in the East," by
A landmark in Winthrop, well ben?' (Fairest Lord Jesus) Nofwe.
_
,
difficulty in staging his txc?!lcnt Patrol Boat 211 from the Maine
and walketh upon the wings of
Clare, duet "Christmas” by Shelley,
Sheets from an account book kept ta’icrtiile acts, an entertainment Inshore Patrol was sent out as the wind."—William A. HSlman
known to many Knox County mo gian Christmas song.
RADIO SETS
Mrs. Lydia T. Storer and Mrs. Ruth
The third degree was again visited **'were shown at Tlie Courier- which was ablv supplemented ov soon as word was received that the
torists as Rome Inn was destroyed
K. C. A. VICTOR
I Hoch; 9.30 the Friendly Men's Bible
upon Secretary Brunberg. but that Oazette offlce yesterday by Hotner the p.'aying of Dodge's Orchestra , men were missing, and has kept
PHILCO, CROSLEY
by fire Thursday.
"Is the universe, including man, I Class; 12 Baraca Class and Sunday
.genial offlcial was not a bit fussed. O. Connor of 77 North Main street. Much to the regni of the manage up an unabated search.
$8.99 to $206.00
School. 6.30 Epworth League. At
Arnold McConchie was overcome ; And nobody would be after that The sheets bore the insignia of the ment it was ob.iged to turn away
evolved by atomic force " will be 7.30 the cantata "The Manger
R. C. A. VICTOR
■
*
“
1
reigning
King
of
England.
One
of
b\ carbon monoxide fumes off i njCe roast beef supper
neariv as many u. were accommoCombination Radio and
Those who love dignity and simple the subject of the Lesson-Sermon
the items was "drink of rum, 3 tia'eJ The "SP.O." sign was out beauty in electrical decorations give that will be read in all churches of Throne" by Manney, will be given
Green Island Thursday. He was
------------Phonograph
by
the
united
choirj
of
the
Thom

cents.” A former owner of the a'it that’s no exaggeration.
rescued by Randall Dyer.
j
BORN
$39.95 up
unstinted praise to the Elks' Home Christ. Scientist, on Dec. 18. The aston Baptist Church and the Rock
account book had been offered $1
At Park Theatre tomorrow at 1.30 lighting. The large granite house is Golden Text will be: "Harken unto land Methodist Church under the
VICTOR ELECTRIC
, . ...........
.1 Babb—At Pittsburg, Pa.. Dec 10. to
. ,
Samuel J. Savitt, manager Of Mr and Mrs John Donald Babb, a son— » leal.
Winslow-Holbrook Post. American outlined in dark blue as is the roof me. O Jacob and Israel, my called: direction of Mrs. Grace Strout with
PHONOGRAPHS
Cutler's Inc is once more able to John Donald Babb 2nd.
and the chimneys show in rich red I am he; I am the first. I also am Mrs. Carol Jillson. pianist.
$24 95
__.iU tan, Iiiei/Uv and ent with
Headley—At Vinal Haven. Dec 12. to' Mrs. Olga Mank of New York who Legion, will play Santa Claus to the
• • • •
the last. Mine hand also hath
smile talk lucidly and eat With Mr and Mr, oeorge Headiey. Jr. a was indlcLd at the November term underprivlledged children of Rock Worth a look.
VICTOR
RECORD
reasonable frequency and gusto, sen.
was intnctea at tne Notemoer term land. All children under 12 years
laid the foundation of the earth,
The third sermon in the preATTACHMENT
Ves it's a ffirl Anne Louise
Flanders—At Rockland. Dec. 12. ta of Superior Court for the alleged of age whose parents are on relief
Dr. R. Kendall Greene, son of Mr and my right hand hath spanned Christmas series on "A Journey To
For Any Make Radio
’
i Mr and Mrs. Clarence Flanders, a son. burning of her cottage on the
and Mrs. Raymond K. Greene of
Bethlehem" being given at the First
Savitt—At Rockland. Dec.
Mr. Georges River road ln Cushing was or in need in any way are invited t this city, has opened an optometry the heavens” (Isaiah 48: 12, 13.)
$11.95
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grange ; and Mrs. Samuel Savitt.
to be guests of the Legion. Veterans 1 cffice in Presque Isle, continuing The citations from the Bible in Baptist Church Sunday mornings
With $9.00 Worth of Record.
brought to this city yesterday
has its election of officers and, Anne Louise,
children of any age, or Sons of Le 'he practice of the late Dr. Harry clude the following passages: “In will have as Its subject: “The Sig
1929
by Sheriff Ludwick. the necessary
Christmas tree this afternoon.
gion are especially invited. The Le E. Hooper. Dr. Greene received his the beginning was the Word, and nificance of Bethlehem " The choir
MARRIED
CROSLEY REFRIGERATOR
extradition
privilege
having
been
each child to take a gilt. Lunch j
will sing. The church school v ill
the
Word
was
with
God.
and
the
gion
invites
any
other
child
who
Standard and DeLuxe Model
education in Maine schools, the
will be served and sandwiches and
Waterman-Ladd — Bradenton Fla . secured. Bail had not been secured
thinks he is entitled to attend this Massachusetts School of Optometry Word was God. All things were meet at noon with classes ior all
10. Frank W Waterman, and Mi
„ioht
Shelradors
cake are solicited. The meeting is Dec
ages.
The
Intermediate
C.
E.
So

Aimee O. Ladd, both ol North Haven.
nignv.
show.
Small children not old and the Clinical Staff of the Boston made by him: and without him was
$109.95 up
to begin promptly at 2. Honorary
ciety.
with
Philip
French
cs
leader,
not any thing made that was made"
members are urged to attend. A
Tlie Woman's Foreign Missionary enough to care for themselves may Dispensary. He is a member of the
GUITARS AND CASES
will
hold
their
Christmas
service
at
DIED
be accompanied by an older child I Cptometry Club and honorary so (John 1: 1, 3).
Christmas tree will follow the pro
4 o'clock. The Endeavorer's Inspira
Tltl.MPETS
BIGLES
Berry—At Rockland. Dec. 16 Flora Solely of lhe Methodist Church or parent. Doors will open at 1 ciety. and the Phi Omecron Sigma
gram at the next meeting each i Augusta, wife of Levi w 'Berrv, »ved met Thursday afternoon.
Tlie
tion Hour will open at 6 o'clock, with I
•
•
•
•
CLARINETS
UKELELES
(56 years.8 months,
25 days Funeral meeting was opened by tlie presi- o'clock sharp and the show will fraternity.
member taking a gift.
Mrs MacDonald as the leader. Tlie |
HARMONICAS, JEWSHARPS
At the Congregational Church Ute people's evening service ’.' 111 open at
------1
h“ 2°'ClOCk fTOm Bun*“' deut' Mrs Edith Tweedie . the start as near 1.30 as possible. Miss
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet unified service of public worship and 7.15 with the prelude and big sing,
ZIPPER MUSIC CASES
The Steamboat Editor has a new
At Bc»ton, Dec. 13, Maria Belle opening hymn being "O Little Town Florence Molloy will present six
Mrs. Mary Cooper will Church School is at 10.30 a. m. with assisted by the organ, piano and
neighbor. Commodore Gordon has widow of william' C. Low. formerly of of Esthlehem.' The devotions were acts from her dancing school as a Monday.
MANDOLINS
VIOLINS
his steamer Vinal Haven in winter Rockland, aged 81 years, interment in led bv the president who lighted the special attraction for the children. ' serve the 6 o'clock supper, assisted the children sharing in the worship choir. "Paradise Regained: How It)
VICTOR, BLUEBIRD. DECCA
j
by
Susie
Karl
and
lizzie
French.
service
and
attending
classes
during
A
fine
program
of
pictures
has
been
quarters at the Lime Company!
Dec 17. Joseph stewardship candles while Mrs.
Camp About,” will be the subject)
AND VOCATION RECORDS
wharf, foot of Granite street.
Nassar. aged 62 years Funeral Mon- Thelma Stanley sang "The King- prepared by the management, who Members are reminded to take their the sermon. The sermon by Rev. of Mr. MacDonald's sermon. Christ- )
gifts
for
the
Christmas
tree,
leaving
MUSIC
AND MUSIC BOOKS
Corwin
H
Olds
will
be
on
the
sub

mas prayer and praise meeting will I
The largest turnout of Encampa‘ 9 oclock from St Bernard 5 dom Coming." "Joy to the World.'' has kindly donated the theatre and
them with Ada Payson, chairman
PIANO ACCORDIONS WITH
ment members in years witnessed
piummer-At Appleton. Dec 16. Ben- aft«r which
members joined in pictures to the Legion for this party. Cards and sunshine baskets will be ject. "Before the First Christmas.” be held on Tuesday evening at 7.15
PRIVATE LESSONS
the Royal Purple degree at Odd I jamln F Plummer, formerly of Med- singing the Doxology. Miss Faith Plenty of candy, nuts, fruit and taken care of. Invitation to attend Comrades of the Way will meet in
ws' ------hall Wednesday
En- ,'°
rdre and
£,s.„ , Aim. , Lurvey accompanied Mrs. Stanley
Make This a Musical Christina
Eel iOW,.
-----------„ night.
—.„o
i mnrir no ■ • n nv., Mw,,
,
ice cream will be on hand for all the installation of Emma White the church parlor at 6.30 p. m. and
will entertain as guests all former
at th?
The s°cond
s°cond chapter
chapter The Cocoa-Cola Co. has donated a
tertainment committee served sup- day at 3 oclock from residence rn- at
tll;' piano.
Piano. The
Tent Jan. 4 has been re Comrades who are available to at
ner with scallop stew. Grand officers terment in Miller cemetery
1 of the book “MovingMillions" was bottle of Cocoa-Cola for each child Barker
ceived
by
the
secretary,
Lizzie
tend. and also will have tlie Com
Caron—At Waldoboro. Dec. 15. Mariel reviewed. Mrs. Minnie Rogers, the
were present.
A chimney fire at the residence
Elsie Frazier
Caron,
aged 75
years,
nrevirlcnt
adorned
with who attends this show. This is French. A special Christmas pro rades from Camden as guests. The
months.
12 days
Puberal
at St.
Pat-. rpfirinff
ieUr. 1 , . pr
„ C, „ was
,
a
""r“e „wun
ROCKLAND. ME.
your party. Go and have a good gram is being arranged by the pa- program will include moving pic of G. B. Butler furnished plenty
Church.
Damariscotta
Sunday]
un
Indian
Garland
made
by
Faith
rick's
This is the season of chimney fires
time.
i triotic instructor.
tures of Camp Manitou, songs of the of excitement at Keag village
at
12
Lurvey,
and
then
presented
with
a
and many of them develop suf
The fire
camp, an address by Rev. Winfield Thursday afternoon.
very beautiful Indian plate by Mrs.
ficiently to create considerable dam
At yesterday's meeting of the Ro- Witham of tlie Camden Congrega worked Into the blind attic and
Tweedie,
in
appreciation
of
her
SPIRITUALIST ASSEMBI Y
IN MEMORIAM
age. Chief Russell asks that all
laiv Club, the newest member. Don tional Church and refreshments.
did a considerable amount of dam
In Smlth
memorywh0
of my
belovedwen
ton. Jer services in tlie society. The meet
G. A. R. IIAI.L
Matheson, delighted all by hls talk
householders inspect their chim- , roW
suddenly
age to the upper part of the houre
away ing was closed with the singing of
ntys for possible hazzard. If lor j rjec 18. 1936.
Selectman S. O. Hurd appealed to
"Silent Night" and the members Sunday, Dec. 18. 2.30 and 7.45 P. M. on the value of athletics, physically
any reason a householder is unable Loving and kind In a'l hls wayRockland for assistance and two
repeating the Missionary benedic De We Prove God By Reason Or and mentally, to boys and gir's.
Faith? Music, Lecture, inspirational After the talk ii moving picture
to have his chimneys inspected the Uprlght and Just to the end ol his days. tion.
engines pumped water from a tank
DISCOUNTS
Sincere and true In heart and mind—
messages. Written questions an . hewing the mechanics of lhe hu
fire department will cheerfully What a beautiful memory you lelt be
in the cellar and from a well. The
AS MUCH AS
swered. Everybody welcome. George man heart was shown and was
hind
make the check up free.
fire was discovered by Albert
Tlie sales and show rooms of the Jcnes reader.
151*lt available through the kindness of
•
Your lonely mother
20.00
Sleeper.
Central Maine Power Co., 447 Main
Jce
Blaisdell.
During
the
meeting
Strand Theatre welcomes holiday
on
street, will be open evenings until
the president passed around a box
visitors the coming week with these
card of thanks
Distinction in every line, style
Christmas.—adv.
Frigidaire
Refrigerators
cf
valuable
cigars
which
had
been
feature attractions: Sunday. MonNotes ol appreciation have been re
without duplication, comfort, pride
leauire auiav
ceived from Mrs. Daniel Woodman lor
given him by an admirer as a Christ
of possession—these characterize
day and Tuesday Citadel with flowers sent to her at the time ol Dr
45.00
mas gift. Fifty-eight were present
Robert Donat and Rosalind Rus- Woodman'S luneral. Mrs. Barbara Joy
coats bought at Green's. Why not a
on
at the meeting, five of whom were
sell' Wednesday and Thursday, in a tetter also expresses her gratitude
fur coat for Christmas, making it a
_ ’
| ioi flowers and remembrances during
visiting Rotarians. Winfield Witham
Frigidaire Ranges
truly memorable day. Coats of
Bob Hope and Shirley noss in tj1(, t|me S(,e was in the Camden hosZ. M. Dwinal, Percy Keller and
quality and unquestioned high
“Thanks For the Memory;" Fri-i pital The pastor on the last two
Suitable for Cemetery and Door
Alton French, all of Camden; and
PARKER E. WORREY
riav and Saturday Preston Foster Sundays has also Joined these ln gratlvalue. None cheap, all moderate in
Tiitr.med
with
Colored
Cones
day ana oaturaay. rrc
. I tude lor flowers and remembrances
Asbury Pitman of Salem. Mass;
65
PARK
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
price. Lucien & Green & Son, 16
Phyllis Brooks and Tony Martin in while away and also upon hls home
other
guests
were
Charles
C.
Wotton
School St.. Rockland.—adv.
ccmlng.
"Up the River.”
cf
Rockland
and
Percy
Hayden
of
Rev. H F Huse
North Haven
Gorham.
STILES FARM
The sales and show rooms of the
Central Maine Power Co., 447 Main
Near Oakland Park
CARD OF THANKS
The sales and show rooms of the
street, will be open evenings until
We wish ito thank those who sent)
Tel. Rockland 463-W
Central Maine Power Co.. 447 Main
Ambulance Service
flowers lor the luneral ol Mrs. Arthur:
Christmas.—adv.
151*lt street, will be open evenings untU
Peters, and all others who have so
Christmas.—adv.
generously aided ln lightening our bur
•
The huge gift stock of Edward den.
•
Arthur Peters. Fred Corneau
O B Gonia, totalling $5000 is offered
RUSSELL
in a great Christmas sale at 1-3 to
CARD OF TlfANKS
1-2 reduction. Probably Rockland
FUNERAL HOME
never saw such an opportunity to
I wish to thank all lor their many
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
buy gifts of rare distinction at such kindnesses during my recent bereave
ROCKLAND, ME.
ment.
sharply reduced prices. Visit the
98-tf
John P Therre
beautiful Gcnia store 407 Main street
Warren
and see for yourself—adv.

"^DECEMBER™
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8, 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 [27 28 29 30 31

HOOVER SWEEPERS

H. H. CRIE & CO.

$49.75 and up

TALK OF THE TOWN

CHRISTMAS
SUGGESTIONS

Fire At The Keag

Maine Music Co.

9 nt>
»83

CHRISTMAS
WREATHS

35c

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

GIVES NEW DELIGHTS AND
ADDED YEARS OF SAVINGS!

TWO WESTINGHOUSE IRONS

For Holiday Happiness wear a new
dress or give a dress for Christmas
Dresses greatly reduced for Christ
mas week, beginning Saturday, Dec. i
17. All sales final. Alfreda Perry,
7 Limerock street.—adv.
151-152 ft

---------

Dr. Edward W. Peaslee will be in
his Rockland office, 88 Summer
street, the entire week of Dec. 19 —
adv.
150-151
Derby's delicious, high quality
native bronze turkeys available for
Christmas. There are no better.
Now taking orders. Tel. 717-M.
Rockland.—adv.
149-152
Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copper
Kettle Hand made slips, tailored
and lace trimmed at $2.00. Special
for Christmas.—adv.
149-152

8
hf
Sr

Another BIG Christmas Special

ONE WEEK ONLY

Toasters
$8.95 Value

Features—
•
•
•
•

Only $7.95. Save $1.00 Now

Mica Element
Chrome Plate
Attached Cold
Guaranteed

*

Attached Cord.

MORTICIANS

CENTRAt^MAIME

Ambulance Service

powebXdmpany

TELS. 390 AND 781-1

Another Ideal Gift at a Big Saving!

St.rliae Silver Cilt Medallioa
This handsome medallion, enraved with any message you
esire, will be affixed, free of
charge, to vour Christmas
Frigidaire, if requested. A
beautiful, dignihea reminder
of your welcome gift!

S

doth/”

$6.95 value

Only,

Baaulilal

AS

Instant Heating Unit.

BURPEE’S
119-tf

Streamlined,
Automatic Heat Control.

Regular $2.50 Value

361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

• Most certainly gifu to warm thc
heart. And yet gifts that are practical.
Two gleaming beauties . . . Frigid
aire, the only refrigerator with the
Meter-Miser, and the new Frigidaire
Electric Range. Wonderful gifts that
will thrill her with their beauty, con
venience, and all-around performance.
And make her doubly thankful as they
make kitchen hours easier, shorter...
save money year after year! Let Frigid
aire glorify her Christmas .. . her kit
chen . . . and your good judgment!
Liberal(Christmas Purchase Plan

Klee I rah o t

I*

$4.95

A Real Iron Value

RAte^A

150-151 $$

PARKER E. WORREY

INE
CENT
POWE
WtR^tOMPAK
MPANY

65 PARK STREET
149-150

ROCKLAND

TEL 26-W
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THE GRANGE PROGRAM
ent were Mrs. Bessie Kuhn, Mrs.
I Fred Bucklin, Miss Winona RobtnSO. THOMASTON
SOUTH CHINA <
William Flint. Mrs. C. B. Stahl. Mrs
' son. Jasper Spear and Harland
Lawrence Weston. Mrs. A. E. Boggs,
; Spear
National Master Taber Tells How
Mr. and Mrs. Ardelle Bumps and
Mrs. Miriam Sellers
Miss Marcia Blaney and Mrs. Willis
£S £ J? £
to Build Rural Prosperity
Miss Helen Thompson and Aldaughter Joyce were visitors last
Waldoboro
Voters
Should
In
the
death
of
Mrs.
Miriam
Sell|
Crowell. The evening was spent
i bert Hills students at Castine Nor- ers which occured Dec. 11, South
weekend at Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
ALENA L. STARRETT
at bridge.
I mal School are home for the hollBe Prepared To Act On
The Grange program for rural Esancy's.
Thomaston lost one of its oldest
Correspondent
The Susannah Wesley Society
Correspondent
I day recess.
China Grange was well represent
and highly respected citizens. Mrs.1 betterment has always been specific
Important Articles
will have a holiday recess. The
««« a
25
ed at the session of State Grange.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie were Sellers was a descendent of two of
next meeting will be Jan. 12 at the
honor guests Wednesday at the the town's oldest families. Norton-1 as
fol;th by
fTaber',!n these Several took the sixth degree and
Tel. 27
Tel. 49
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
home of Mrs. Henry Crowell.
Universalist
Circle
supper
in
RockBarttlett,
and
the
daughter
of
the
c€finite
st€
P
s
cal!ed
for in the Pres‘ three candidates from this Grange
In regard to questions tc be votMr. and Mrs. Herbert Witham of
were Instructed in the first and sec
ed upon at tewn meeting, it seems
...
land others from tbis town who jate Amos and Hannah (Barttlett) | en,t gi-,ave e™ergeb^
Miss Edith Levensaler is visiting North Berwick visited Sunday with to me to be the fairer practice to
1. Give the American farmer ond degrees.
“rsa ,^rJ.tt^her»nm Mr i^t- a,tended were
and Mrs Norton
She was born July 13.
their son Byron Witham.
friends in Winthrop.
Mr. and Mrs Carroll Hallowell of
these questions far enough
,, Rncitnnnip
cbarles w Turner. G. Dudley
one of jj children only two the American market on all crops
Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau and Miss explain
in advance to give the voters an e
,
d
J
| Gould. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F., of whom survive her
i which he can efficiently produce.
Hallowell dined Sunday at Llc.vd
Philip Weston was a Portland
Eileen Chapman were Rockland J opportunity to think them over He-' *£
2. Develop new markets and new | Fitzgerald s. The Fitzgeralds were
visitor Tuesday.
rB“™p
in ' Copeland' and MrS Robert Walker
Dec. 25. 1879 she was married to
visitors Tuesday.
callers
uses for >food, and fiber
fore
they
are
called
upon
to
decide
ca,lng
for
Mrs.
Neuell
Eugley.
Li
Walter
Perry
who
attends
school
Freeman
Sellers
of
Stonington
To
.
-products.
_
M Thursday night at Herbert
Mrs. Virgil Wallace and Mrs. Ro
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Victor. Mr. and
with contu sion, has returned to Jn Portland returned Thursday to them was born ore chUd WiTh! 3 MainUin our share of the for-1 Esancy s and Monday at Allen
land Creamer made a visit Wednes Mrs. Clarence Gross of Gloucester. them
This holds particularly true in re- Union- Mrs. Eugley is now able spend the Christmas vacation with |
excemton of five vears (1917-22> elgn markets on those commodities C.owes in Farmingdale.
day in Rockland.
Mass., spent last weekend with Mrs.1
his parents Mr and Mrs. Arthur which sT?pent in Bangor as a? that we have long produced
I Miss Ida Elwin and sister. Mrs.
gard to school matters. Often citl- 1 to be about the house,
Twenty-six members and three Melissa Davis.
,“lc" sne spe"t ™ Bapg0? “ a" export.
! Lillian Shaw of Somerville. Mass,
zens are called upon In town meet- j Recent callers on Mr. and Mrs t pprrv
• • • •
guests of the Woman's Club en
5
....
distant superintendentV>f the Home
4 fiet ulde aU tariff revenues' were guests Tuesday at Alice
ing to vote upon articles about ' Newell Eugley were Mrs. Hazel
joyed luncheon Tuesday at the
School News
T chriitmi
..
°r Aged Women, she had spent her • 0I, agricultural products to use as I Esancy's.
which
they
have
been
given
little
starrett
and
daughter.
Eleanor
of
Community Garden Club house. An assembly was held Tuesday
. ... .
‘
n drawba<k
aid ln exporting j Erskine Academy recently defeatI Lynn. Mass . Mr. and Mrs. George
Mrs. E F. Glover, district director. Mr Ellis and a class of girls gave or no previous information.
L aPPreciatlve audience apd nevei been outside the State. I {arm product,s, or equalizing tariff ed Clinton High School in both
A?
superintendent
of
schools
I
jjahn.
Waldoboro;
Levi
Rogers,
v,as guest speaker
A shoulder a demonstration of volley ball to
i boys' and girls' games.
shall try from time to time with the 3^,^. waiter Ladd Rockland; plauded the presentation Tuesday) After the death of her husband J costs.
bouquet was presented to her by show the students who do not go approval of the School Boards of o
Haskell. LincolnvlUe. Mrs. at Town hall, of the Christmas j 23 vears ago. life seemed to hold: 5 continue and increase ap-i Mrs. Alice Esancy was a recent
Mrs. Ida Stahl in behalf of the to gym classes what the game is
The Night
Before , little ol pleasure for her other than proprlations for research labora-1 caller at the home of her daughter.
Ik'.™.3??
Chester Wallace and daughter. operettas
club. Mrs. Maude Clark Gay presi about, and to arouse interest in the this
Christmas" by the Hinckley Cor- her pride and devotion to her four 1 torles
paper, to present information
Mrs. Hazel Fitzgerald.
Marion.
North
Warren:
Miss
Flor

dent of the Maine Federation of inter-class games.
ner School, and “The Brown's fine grandOtlldren who as they grew J 6 Reduce production costs by
on such questions in as clear a man
ence Weaver, this town and Mrs. Christmas' by Malcolm Corner to manhood and womanhood dis- k^p^ronsportatlonTVnterest
The Grange held its first day
Women’s Clubs told the members of The first basketball games of the ner as possible.
and
meeting
last Saturday with a large
her recent attendance at the Maine season were held Tuesday in the
Unless the town does have some Rosa Burns of Union.
school. Both were colorful, pleas- played an equally great affection !other flxed charges at a reasonable attendance.
The third and fourth
Ten visitors from Friendship mg in variety of dialogue and song, for "Gram'1 as she was known to jeveI
Society of New York annual dinner i gymnasium with Thomaston, the clear cut policy by which it can
degrees were conferred on the three
in New York city. The next meet- first and second boys' team playing look ahead and plan it? educational 1 Temple of Friendship were present the gay accompaniments plated by many. She will be remembered af- I 7 check
the continued increase candidates initiated at State Orange
ing will be the annual Christmas I Thomaston took both games. 28 to 1 program there is bound to be need- Friday at the Crescent Temple P. S Mrs. Willis Vinal. Miss M Shirley fectionately by all who knew her I ot dcbt and taxes
and Miss Mattie Morrell was adobservance program.
I 9. and 33 to 13. Both local teams less expenditures, inefficiencies, and Inspection.
I Castner and Mrs. Florence Davis as a kind neighbor and by her j 8 Develop a sound program that | mitted by card. These taking the
consequent dissatisfaction.
, Ethel Wiley has been threatened teachers assisted and much credit intense loyalty and devotion to her ' increa^'the
foresaw wild life and degrees
Schools will close Dec. 23 for the ' played fine games however
, increases me iorestry. uiia me ana | uegrees were Katherine Choate,
Christmas vacation. They will re-1 The inter-class games of volley' I am not. however, proposing to with pneumonia. Her schoolmates u due their coaching under the di- family and friends.
i conservational use of land. Retire I Hilda Gerry and Stanley Taber.
XsX^enh
’
^
of
being'
rea‘
XX
51"""'
I
"
Names
’
'
X
thoTe^n
the
cast
apS
in
” dTiL “no" new'
urd^r K” ’ ?
open Jan. 2.
i ball started Wednesday with games
Supt and Mrs. A. D. Gray. Mrs. between the seventh and eighth
Ralph Esancy; overseer,
Rfv Charles W. Turner attended peared in a previous issue
j1€r Oride and affection and showed eniHvnHnn until n nd d 8
Ethel Benner, Mrs. Charles Rowe j grade girls won 21 to 11: and the sonabh certain that anj recom
Eernard Small; lecturer. Tena Mcmendation? which I may make to (he meeti
„ Knox
.
wiu
dlvlded be. her pride «md affection a,dshow ed cultivation until needed,
and Miss Virginia Rowe have been < eighth grade boys 21 to 17.
the Board will merit the approval
tneir appreciation o> doing much
9 Increase support and assis- Naughton; chaplain. Hattie Stuart;
recent Augusta visitors.
J Another game was held Thurs- of a majority of the citizens of the ; Ministerial Association held Mon- tween the schools to buj needed
alleviate her suffering which was tance for co-operative marketing UeasuteL Cony Webber; secretary,
Ralph Stahl, district deputy day between the freshmen ‘ and town I am sure that this is alsoiaay
Annabel Jcnes; assistant steward.
Kockiana.
! supplies.
....
very great during the past few, methods.
grand master and Capt. Ralph Pol- sophomore girls, and the freshmen the sentiment of the Board
1 Wtlliam Ring is connnea ,0 nis:
months. She displayed a constant 10. Continue adequate appropria- Wesley Morrell; lady a'lsstant stew
lard. Master of King Solomons and sophomore boys The sophoIt is not to be expected, of course, home by illness.
. 1
•’*«• *va inerre
affectionate solicitude
for her tions for agricultural education ard, Ina Merrill; Ceres. Mina Mer
Lodge F A M, Journeyed to Vlnal more girls won 21 to 19 and the
4-H rill; Pomona, Ethel 'Small; Flora.
Frances Clark; steward, Edgar
Haven Tuesday to inspect and In- Sophomore boys 21 to 17 Senior ers will occur on anv question.
Taber; and gatekeeper.
Philip
stall the officers of Moses Webster teams defeated Junior teams Friday
Lodge.
I The Stamp Club met Friday night ■ formation mav be submittedso that Mrs Augusta Moon; trustees. Mrs P Therre which occurred Mondaj do(nK all she DO6siblv could tomake 11 wmim hncinA-c r«p,v»rv Ond Taber.
deliberated opinion of the ac-Edith Spear. Mrs. Mabel Mills, and after a day's Illness FUneral serv- ™ a‘‘ ahe P06*1151-' could t0 makt
Hasten bus ne s recovery and
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ware have re- Eight students passed requirements the
'
, . . .
,
,
ll cr<>as« purchasing ^power.
turned to East Orange. N. J.
| for membership
Others traded tual majority of those present can Mrs. Alice Peabody; treasurer. Miss ices were held at the home in
Ida Stevens; patriotic instructor. Pleasantville with Rev. Charles W.S^' .'unned by her daughter
HOPE
James Steele is passing the winter J stamps in order that eight could be secured
Timely Recommendations, by
A. D Gray. Mrs. Ruby Allen; chaplain. Miss Turner officiating. Burial was in! Mrs. Fred Ripley, a sister Mrs. Ellen |
with Mr and Mrs. Royce Shuman fulfill the requirements set up by
Mr. Taber
Hcpe Grange held its annual
Superintendent of Schools Mary Kalloch; guide. Mrs. Shirley the Pleasantville cemetery. The Haskell and a brother Johnathan
in Needham, Mass.
I the membership committee. The
Bowiey assistant guide. Mrs. Alice abundance of lovely flowers be- Norton all of this place; four grant!-' Increased emphasis upon agri_
_ last Saturday.
____ _____
meeting
Mr._____
and
Waldoboro.
Dec.
16
Miss Nancv Hemingway of Syra-'club met again Thursday, during
Peabody;
color
guards.
Mrs
Min-;
spoke
the
affection
neighbors
and
children;
Miss
Dorothy
Ripley
and
cultural
distribution
rather
than
;
Mrs.
Elmer
True,
delegates
to the
cuse, N. Y, arrived Monday to re- activities period. Only members
ervaMarshall. Mrs AbbieStickney; friends held for her Bearers were "’alter Ripley of Montpelier. Vt. production, with an enlargement of MaineState Grange gavean inter
main until after the holidays. Her I and officers were present Officers
parents Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Hem-' were given last chance to fulfill re- i
inside guard. Mrs. Ruth Perry; out- j Maurice Davis. George Starrett. Austin Ripley of the U S Aviation co-operative marketing facilities to esting report of their trip. These
i officers were elected: Master. Elmer
and Clifford Corps in Hawaii and Mrs. Jesse the fullest possible extent.
ir.gway and family will join her j quirements and a number cf stamp?
------side guard. Mrs. May Rokes; press Clinton Overlook,
; Sleeper of this place
Liberal government appropria- ) True; overseer. Rcy Beverage; leo
Saturday.
iwere auctioned off by Stewart Pol- How One Waldoboro School correspondent Mrs Flora Peabody Spear
r» .iiurn r> r1 Mr? Edith Spear is the past presi-i Among those from out cf town | Funeral services were held from tions for research work as an im- , turer. Mrs. Evelyn Brown; steward.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Stenger. I lard.
Building Will Be hixed dent
Delegates chosen to attend v-'ho attended were. Mrs. Crecentia 1 her home Tuesday conducted by portant step in the solution of the Al'ie Dunton; assistant steward*.
Mrs. Stanley Lenfest and Mrs. Al-1 Each class had play rehearsals'
John Wilson. Jr.; chaplain. Mrs.
Fnr Present
the State Encampment in Bath Therre. Edward Therre. and Mrs. Rev. A F Atwood, pastor of the I su-p:us problem.
tied Storer attended the concert | Thursday instead of home room
Mildred Dunton; treasurer, Frank
*
«»«_>_■_«« Bowiey.
«
Vrrni»
Dinncehmidt
nf fivro/»ncx»
m N ’ncoi
’piv FF
1 T.L. sS. EulHFgc the base of taxation sup*
I next year are Mrs. Shirley
Frank
Rienschmidt
of Syracuse.
localrhnFPh
church Bearersuwere:
ii. Rockland Monday night,
j periods.
F. Payson; secretary .Mrs. Emily
Because of The serious Dhvsical and Mrs Ruby AIlen a'temates. Y Mrs August Therre of South Morse. R W Chaples. Amos N01- port for public education, as a Hobbs; gatekeeper, Ralph Brown:
Mlrs Florence Orff visited Wed- The student council me ThursBecause of The scr.ous physical
clara
„ y Mrs iucy B Caton of
and Albert slefper Buriai was
,
»
—
vi?? -kim-Y naiimn Him mr? i.ian
. • ___ ____ r — ------- — — —----------------------m'an, cf bringing increased school Ceres. Alice True; Pomona. Mar
I day after school and voted that
nesday in Portland.
sc
0
hcoll
0
o
n
use
0
the'narems
ff
of
thT™UOrmond'delegates
to
National
EnCambridge.
Mass
.
Mrs
ln
in th<
the local cems- privileges to rural young people
corner
______
f'.-.
mhririue
M
m
.??
Mr
and
Mr?
in
the
family lot ln
Mrs Percy Moody entertained the proceed? of the one-act plays
jorie ^Beverage; Flora. Florence
Development of vocatlonaleduca- Brown; lady assistant steward. Mr
the Mending Club Friday night, be used to install drinking fountains tWH meT^ir. conference with the fampment. Mrs Ella Cunningham Elmer Rowell of Skowhegan. Mrs. tery. Floral tributes were profu e
?'(
^.-intend
rv
?Jh^l
committee
to
Mrs
Edith
Spear
alternate
Lizzie
Ha
kell.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
.
and
beautiful
testimonials
of
respec;
lien
rt-.d
the
Extension
Service
proThose present were Mrs. H. K. I b the boys' and girls' dressing
Elsie Wilson; member of executive
.upermtfna.r.g school committee
p,ans
made for a Semi-DUblic Crockett and son of Rockland, and affection.
er: m. tut insisting that in the ad I committee for three years. Alden
Crowell. Mrs. William Kennedy, rooms on the first floor. They ap- X5
£"o“m
ss “ s,
.< »«,].„». u,„,
,««««,
ministration of the latter all far- i Allen The next meeting will be
Mrs. Clarence Benner, Mrs Virgil.' pointed a social committee to have
mers shall be served impartially— Dec. 24 at which time the Grange
eventually decided to nin& session. The date will be an- der 03'is and son’ Mis® Mar> I
------------------Wallace. Mrs. Ralph Benner. Mrs/charge of socials after th? Friday
It was eventually
to pouBnced
Hilt. Osgood Young, Merle Hilt.
Harold Ralph. Mrs. A. D. Gray and' night basketball games The com- patch the roof and trydeciaea
The
sales
and
show
rooms
of
the
I SnihaVS 8 Christmas tree ‘nd pr0’
to get by
1
rL,___ n-creed, color, farm organization afCharles B. Libby, who
has »7»;
been Maynard
Aoung.
Ai’.en »?
Young
of rMrs. Bessie Benner.
j mittee is Philip Hutchins. Barbara SiZw
with
the
rest
of
the
building
until
“
*»'
*S
S
»
57
«~
s-j?
*-»
K55^2«SS5
««•»
«■
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“
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‘
,
Mrs Madelyn Hilton was hostesd Scott, and Marjorie Orff,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown are in
in ,h, warrant to «, «
»,
A.£' Chrftmaa.^tth-.
« »»»•< *»"• ••
to the. Jitterbug Sewing Club Friday j At the end of the six weeks the b,
Massachusetts where they will re
measure the value of the products main until after the holidays.
afternoon at the home of Mrs 'Junior class were still In the lead whether the town will prefer to ln Thomaston Capt Hollie Har
and Josephine
_
_________________
of
the farmer's toll,__________
taking currency
Stanley Poland.
in the Merit Shield Contest.
raise sufficient money to put this rington. who had been helping in •vusses Harriet
Schools closed Friday for a week's
Lucy B Caton of Cambridge. Mass reform out of po,^ and reqUir- vacation.
Mrs.' Frances Reed. Mrs. Lila I Honor roll for the second rank- building in satisfactory condition the’eare of’Mr Libby has’returned Ycun« of Camden.
)me
Mrs
Therre
was
born
in
this
Grace
Farrer
of
Buffalo.
N.
Y
.
and
jRg
congress
to
retain
and
exerLovejoy and Mrs. Gerald Dalton ing period: Post graduate.-—Edith or to convey the pupils. There is bome
The Grange circle met recentlj’
MrsChester Wvllie president of town dauShter of John c and
two brothers. Clarence Young of cjse Rs constitutional mandate
visited Friday in Rockland.
Perry. Ella Rider; seniors—William a total enrollment of 16 children.
and spent the afternoon tacking a
(Wheelen Yeung Besidesher hus- Weolwich and Osgood Young of .-"To
To ccin
ccjn money
mon€V and regulate the
»
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith and1Fitzgerald. Jeanne Hill. Eleanor
Articles will be inserted in the tlw Lincoln Baptist Womens Misquilt. A covered dish supper was
sons. Llovd and Flovd of Thomaston , Miller, Gertrude Newbert. Eleanor varrant at the next annual meet- rionary Conference, was luncheon band she leaves three sisters. Mrs. Union, and several nieces and value th°reof."
served to members and husbands,
Cora
Elliot
of
Hollywood.
Fla,
Mrs.
nephews.
Contiru’ the practical service to after which cards were enjoyed.
were callers Thursday at Mrs. Jen- Winchenbach;
juniors — Milton ing asking the town to define its 8uesf Monday at the home of Mrs
Agriculture which
is supplied j The Farm Bureau met Tuesday
nie Benner's.
I Chapman. Theodore Hall. Louise policy in regard to the direction in Ered Mabee. in Lewiston, the State
through crop insurance and ample for a helpful Christmas suggestion
George Boggs was a business visi- McLain. Priscilla Storer; >opho- which it wishes to go both in re- president of the Baptist Women s
crop loans.
tor Wednesday in Bostoh.
, mores—Donald Hever. Vera Jame- gard to its schools and Its convey- Missionary Conference Other guests
meeting. Dinner was served by
The Parent-Teacher's Associa-'son. Richard Miller. Harold Orff ar.ee. The fact that so much money ’ere Mrs. Ruth Brown of PortHonest treatment of the owners Margaret Robbins and Georgia
of automobile? and trucks who pay Brownell,
tion met Thursday afternoon. These Leatrice Stewart; freshmen—Arthur has been laid out in the past on land and Mrs. Ray Smith of Water
gas texe- and registration fees—
The Sunday School will present a
committees were appointed by the'Burge's. Robert Creamer. Peggy buildings that later closed for lack ville. Plans were discussed for the
that every dollar collected from i Christmas pantomime Dec. 22 at
president. Mrs Louise Miller: Pro- Jameson. Mary Miller. Ernest Mc- of pupils is evidence of the need of annual Missionary Conference held
such ?'>u—-s shall go to the de- tbe Grange hall,
gram—Earle Spear. Mrs. Margaret ■ Lain. Bessie Stahl, Maynard Wal- knowing what policy the town eacli summer at a house party at
ve’onm-nt. maintenance, expansion, j
Ford. Mrs. A D Gray and Mrs. Ro- ] lace.
Ocean Park
wishes to follow in the future.
saf'tv -nd policing of highways.
land Creamer; health committee—' Grade Eight—Urban Borr.eman 1 As a matter of fact no recommen
ORFF’S CORNER
Chester Wyllie and son. Alfred
Miss Agnes Creamer. Mrs. Gertrude j Edith Burgess. Frances Creamer. dations were made in the budget Wyllie were in Lewiston Monday
Benner and Mrs. Lawrence Weston Fauline Creamer. Joyce Fitzgerald last spring for continuing the Hahn. on business.
Mr. and Mrs Willis Ralph. Mrs.
W. WASHINGTON
The next meeting will be Jan. 6 Barbara Piclnich: grade Seven— Gross Neck, or Dutch Neck schools.
Officers were re-elect?d last Sat
Marjorie Ralph. Mis? Millicent
It’, the High School auditorium when 1 Russell Creamer. Ernest Fitzgerald.
Recent callers on Mr. and Mrs. Burnes and Mis? Margaret CuthBecause of local pressure these urday at the Farmers' Mutual In
Dr George Coombs, director of ! Arliene Foster. Arthur Kennedy, schools were continued another surance Co meeting
Fdson Wellman were Mrs Mildred bertson were Augusta visitors last
the Maine Bureau of Health will j Joseph Stafford. Louise Teague,
Jchn.'ton of Damariscotta. Mrs. Saturday.
Dorcas Circle of Kings Daughters
year at considerable financial sac
Sheldon Wright of Bath. Owen Dow.
speak
Mr. and Mrs. A. P Jackson of
will
meet
Monday
at
the
home
of
rifice to the rest of the system. A
of Augusta. Kendrick Liaht of Som- North Waldoboro were guests SunGeorge Howard saw a robin Dec ! GEORGES RIVER ROAD similar situation held true in re Mrs Whiis Vlnal to prepare the
ervllle. and Mrs. Maud Woodbury of day of Mr. and. Mrs Roy Ludwig
15
Christmas boxes for the shut-ins
gard to conveyance.
Jefferson.
Harold Aehorn and Albert Elwell
Miss Frances Aehorn left WedThe Sunday School will have a
The fire department was called
The superintendent and School
Miss Mildred Turner has returned were in China on business Tuesday.
r.esday for California -where she! Christmas tree at the Finnish
wUI do thelr
t0 follow Thursday afternoon to West Warhome from Union after passing a
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter and
will pass the winter.
Church Dec. 24 at 7 o'clock The the wishes of the town, if they ren to a chimney fire at the home
week with Mrs. Marion Carlton.
daughter Ruth. Mrs. Nora Ludwig
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown of | Christmas service wil be held in the can be certain as to what its wishes of Pp!er Haakiinen.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones and and Sanford Walter of Gardiner
Rockland were guests Thursday of church Dec. 25 at 7 o'clock. Every ?re.
j Officers elected Tuesday at Warchildren of Razorville were dinner were caller.? Sunday in this place
one is welcome.
Mrs. Jennie Benner.
A.D. Gray. Superintendent
ren Orange are: Master Charles
guests recently of Mr. and Mrs. Al
Mr and Mrs. Calvin L. Bragg
Mrs. Isabel Labe entertained the
____________
Trone; overseer. Vernal Wallace;
ton Wellman.
READ
ALL
TIIE
NEWS
were
in Lewiston last week in at
Bridge Club at an American chop
W/CCT' DfAf*VDAhDT* tgz lecturer. Miss Phyllis Perry; stewMr. and Mrs. Charles Overlock tendance at State Grange.
Mr.
THEN
READ
ALL
THE
ADS
stiey supper Thursday. Those presWL3I r\t A INtUrv 1
ard. Bowdoin Miller; assistant stewwere business callers Monday on Bragg is worthy master of Progres------ard. Charles Stimpson Jr; chaplain.
Alton Wellman.
! sive Grange
The chief out door sport in the 5jiS5 Marion Wallace; treasurer,
Mrs. Ellis Dyer of Rockland and
Mr. and Mrs Byron Ludwig of
vicinity the past week has been cut- Pelcv Bowley: secretary. Miss
Miss Georgia Hibbert of Augusta Richmond pent Sunday at the
ting Christmas trees.
Katheryn Peabody; gate-keeper.
1 visited their parents Mr. and Mrs. homes of Percy Ludwig and Willis
Mrs Alim Tolman attended the Ru-sell Smith; Ceres. Mrs. Emma
Ralph.
Archie Hibbert last weekend.
funeral Wednesday for Mrs John Norwood: Pomona. Mrs
Marv
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman and
A delegation of parenk, from this
daughter Elsie and Mrs Clara place attended a meeting of the
Therre at Pleasantville.
Pease Flora. Mrs Alzada Simmons;
, Turner, were business callers Tues school board at the high school
Mr. and Mrs H U. Lamson Mr ](,dy assistant steward. Miss Doris
z
1
3
4
day in Augusta.
5
b
building Monday night in protest to
anti Mrs Stewart Orbeton. Mrs Bert Bowiey: member of the executive
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Callahan and the suggestion of closing school in
Andrews. Mrs. Joseph Andrews and committee. Charles Pease. Mem
children motored Wednesday to this district.
Mrs Robert Heald were in Bangor bers will take Inexpensive Christ
i
7
&
9 obert Donat and Rosalind Russell in "The Citadel"
Bangor.
for a day recently.
mas gifts Tuesday for the Christ
Miss Alberta^Swett of Waterville
"The Citadel,” based on the novel by A. J. Cronin, which has been
Mrs.
M.
J
Oxton
was
dinner
guest
NORTH WARREN
mas
tree
1 11
12
IO
II
acclaimed by millions of readers in every part of the world, with Robert visited her parents last weekend.
14
Thursday of Mr and Mrs Henry
Miss
Katie
Kennedy
visited
Sun

,•10 at
Qf the
th» Knox
Wnnv Trust
Trust Co
Cn
Donat and Rosalind Russell playing the roles of the heroic young doctor
Lamson.
Freda Moody lias returned home
sale
and his schoolmistress wife. This is M-G-M’s second British-made pro day with her niece. Mrs. Mae Hib from Knox Ho pital where she was
The Tuesday Club will hold its
lb
17
Ralph Crockett is receiving treat duction following on the successful “Yank At Oxford." King Vidor directed bert and daughter Gloria.
15
18
Christmas tree Tuesday at the home ment at the hospital in Togu-s Mrs
Misses Phyllis Wellman and Celia a patient two weeks
and a spectacular supporting east of 100 speaking roles is headed hy Ralph
of Mrs. R J. Heald.
Telephones have been installed in
Crockett and sons. Harvel and Em Riehardsnn, Rex Harrison. Emlyn Williams and Penelope Dudley Ward, adv Wellman were guests last Saturday
1
20
22
21
19
The anttal tri-community tree at erson visited him Wednesday
of Misses June Cooley and Elizabeth the residences of: Donald KennisW
ton 8-31; Chari's Kigl*1. 8-13; War
the church here will be held Friday
Roy Smith is employed at the
Swett.
23
1 r Zb
24
at 7.30 with program by the three mill on the absence of Ralph Croc
John Babb and Orville Swett re ren Whitney. 8-14; Joseph Rob
rural schools. Rockville. Simonton ket t.
cently went to Providence with a bins. 8-42; Wilbur Stratton. 8-5
and West Rockport, Special music
The newly-elected officers of
Schools closed Fitday for two
truckload of Christmas trees.
27
will make up the attractions of the weeks.
White Oak Grange are: L I. Mank.
evening.
Telephones newly installed are
NORTH APPLETON >€ master; Virgil Hills, overseer; Mario
29
31
32
_____
j ior. Flanders, lecturer;
Burnell
Mrs. M A. Fogler attained her for Eino Hills. 8-24; Dana Thayer,
92d birthday. Dec. 14 at the home of 2C-2; and Cleveland Overlock. 6-24.
Mr. and Mrs. Worth Ward of Rock- ; ^ank steward; Emma Kalloch.
her daughter Mrs. Martha Clark in
The East Waldoboro Social CiUb
3b
37
34 35
33
land were guests Sunday of Mr and chaplain; Austin Kalloch, treasur
Camden where she is spending the met Thursday afternoon with M's
w?
er Alma Jame on. secretary; Rich
Mrs. Leland Johnson.
winter.
4^
Mabel Mills
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Perry and ard Miller, assistant secretary;
42
39
41
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton spent
Sheriff C. Earl Ludwick of Rock
child were visitors last weekend at Fteda Moody, lady assistant stew
last weekend in Waterville.
land was unable to keep his speak
ard; Walter Feyler. gate keeper;
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perry's.
1 Mrs Harvey Lunden entertained ing engagement Thursday before
Mrs. Angie Fish is caring for Miss Sadie Moody. Ceres: Hazel Hills,
4b
43
43
44
the Tuesday Club this week
the Congregational Brotherhood,
Fannie Gushee who is ill.
Pomona: Margaret Tolman. Flora:
A tacking was held at the church much to the regret of the group.
Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Keene and ex-eommitte'’ Otto Bowden.
48
47
Thursday afternoon.
daughter Miss Vivian Keene. R N.
However they had an interesting
0
The tree at the square was light meeting, the pastor. Rev L. Clark
were in Waterville Monday on a [
49
visit.
French, giving a talk on "New
30
Supt. Merle S. Jones visited the
Ideas." Willis R. Vinal spoke of
The sales and show rooms of the
schools Tuesday.
the
meeting
Tuesday
afternoon
with
Central Maine Power Co, 447 Main
Mr. and Mrs. George Thurston
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
street, will be open evenings until the State Highway Commission in
and daughter Ann of Rockland
Augusta
at
which
plans
for
a
new
12- Defy
1-lmpartial
38- lnterdiet
Christmas.—adv.
were callers Sunday night at O. T.
bridge at the village were discussed
4-Land pleasure
39- Change the form of 13- Apportion
Keene's.
from
the
findings
of
the
engineers
14- Cover
7-Woodland spirit
41-Feline
(Solution to previous puzzle)
who surveyei the spot last sum
9-An evergreen tree 43-Natural
17-Act
mer. Remarks were also heard
10-Howled
45-Rovers
20-Small candle
from W. H. Robinson. Herbert K.
22-Carried
13-Disks ot honor
47- Before
24-Weight measure
15- Ypung goat
48- Strike gently
Thomas and Sidney W. Vinal.
16- Walk in water
49- Start suddenly
26-Portuguese coin
The Happy-go-luckies 4-H Club
Fare $2.50 each way
29- Ensign
50- Peek
18-Contend with
has planned a Christmas party for
30- Story
19- Permit
(Round trio rate discontinued)
next Monday at 7 o'clock ln the
31- Small bird
VERTICAL
21- Decay
LEAVE DAILY
home of the assistant leader. Mrs.
32- Evade
22- Article of furniture
Harold Drewett. Besides the Christ
ROCKLAND
VINAL HAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
1-Glve a sharp pull
33- To be able
23- Satisfy
mas tree, there will be an entertain
8.00 A. M.
8.15 A. M,
8.25 A. M.
2- A garden tool (pi.) 35-Pronoun
25-Greek god of love
□
ment and refreshments.
3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
3.25 P. M.
3- Sailor
37- Sorrowful
27-ltalian river
EGDR0E
The Forget-me-not Girl Scout
4- Assist
38-Tie
?8-Comparative suffix
AIRWAYS, INC.
Troop will hold a Christmas party
39- Consumed
5- Longs for
29-Twisted
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING
CBBQBSB Monday afternoon.
In all the dozens of pictures Jackie Cooper has starred in, he has
6- Comfort
40- Decay
31-Alcoholic beverage
TEL. ROCKLAND 338.
NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
ElGIlIZlB
Students home from the Univer never kissed any of his leading ladies. Now, for the first time, film execu
8- Recent
42-A Russian title
33- Vehicle
ROCKLAND, MAINE
E|[SESf2 sity of Maine for the Christmas tives decided that Jackie being 16 it would be permissible for him to kiss
9- Gave food to
44-Aptitude
34- Atmospher»
148Stf
raaBmlssara
11-Grease
46-Chart
recess of 21 days are Douglas Gray his screen sweetheart, Lury Gilman, in “Gangster's Bov."—adv,
36-A letter
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proved
her
ableness.
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LANE
ported To Be Going
Debussy
ie Bureau of Internal Revenue i been changed Irom large, single
Forward To Aid Coming Three Preludes:
Herbert McClure was in Portland
1 "General Lavlne"—Eccentric
Correspondent
e public today information re-[ sheets, to four-page forms, 8Y by 11
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Ahead Astern
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3. Minstrels
Shlp Passes" is from the volume iments that have been made in in-! d,J^ualmfnc^® tax° ^rn^rm
Schools closed Friday with Christ- the winter.
That the bunch of ball tossers
In order that the citizens of
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Mr. and Mrs. Scott Simpson and Vinal Haven and others Interested I Scherzo for Mendelssohn-Rachmaninoff “Knots of Straw' by Anna Emina!COme tax form? for the taxable 1040. The two major changes in
known to Vinal Haven bowling fans ! mas trees and programs in all
daughters are guests at Edward may know of the progress of th® McmeAnt“uMey sXber^oStowslqy
as the "Ganders'’ got their necks schools
Coughlin.
year 1938. The forms themselves1 contents involve the capital gains
Vinal
Haven Sesqui-Centennial, Triana,
Aibeniz-Godowsfcy
stretched till they resembled a rubMr. and Mrs. Harold Arey and J B1°ms Ash Point for a few days
They heard the call of commerce
will not be available until on or schedule, necessitated by the ReMr. and Mrs. Fred Wilson visited fund the following list has been
profoundly grateful, first
ber band and that said Ganders are I son James of Texas arrived TuesWherever the four winds blew;
‘
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They could take a hand at fighting. abcut Jan. 5. 1939. when they wUI venue Act of 1938 and ,he schedule
relatives in South Thomaston and made up from the books of L. W.
rapidly going into a reverse tail I day for the holidays.
The captain, the mate, and the crew be distributed to the public by col- °* distributive shares of the benerecently. . Mrs. Sanborn, treasurer. The committee [01 all, to Mr. Bolet for giving us She
spin, was amply demonstrated at1 capt. and Mrs. William Burns Tenant
„ .. ’s Harbor
.
passes, the good ship passes.
lectors of Internal revenue and not ‘ heiaries. and partners. The schedthe Cascade Alleys (The Bowl Bowl) ] have returned from a vislt wlth , Hatton(Wilson, has recovered some- ln charge acknowledges with thanks such an unhackneyed program. It
The pride of an elder day:
ule. on both forms, has been broadand
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express
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by the Bureau in Washington.
And
the vision of her haunts not
proffered food for thought for the
Monday night when the red shirted thelr
Prof Arthur Burns of' what' and is able to attend to her
The young lads at thelr play
tion to the generous response to its
The individual income tax return, |fned to facilitate computation by
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devotee
and
student,
and
Skippers after eating them to a Dartmouth College in Hanover.
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an
appeals for the necessary funds.
I was surprised on reading the Form 1040, for net income of more the fiduciary or partnership of the
standstill at the table, bowled their N H Capt Luth„ Burns ln AtIan.; Max Young called here Sunday
feel that pecuniary success contained sufficient dramatic appeal article in The Courier-Gazette, than $5,000 from salaries, wages, various types of income flowing to
shirts off on the alleys.
; hc Ma s and Carroll Burns in
Rex Anderson recently went to is They
assured and with the co-opera to the novice to hold his interest. "Triad Anthology" not to find the' dividends, annuities, and incomes the . respective beneficiaries and
It all started at the home of Boston
°
' Rockland to accompany home Mrs.
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Schools closed Thursday for three '
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Tlie donations thus far:
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Bound Rebclcah
Lafayette Carver Relief Corps 10 00 am Inclined to believe that in the "Pardner" down in Sunny Florida comes of not more than $5,090. de-iplus" has been omitted
and the revering process was well: met Tuesday nlght the ceremoni€!i accompanied by Harold Anderson. Minnie M. Smith,
10.00 prolonged memories of this concert and Loring Fountain,superinten-j rived
Sam Tupper and family have
from salaries,wages, divi-1 A new form. 1120A. for use
with
UWi-hWtahLs handican the Gander being followed
a Christmas tree moved to'Vinal HaVen for the win- Pleasant River Grange
5.00 j the Chopin group will remain in dent of the MasonicTemple. Cam- fends, interest and anhuities.
;
certain
exceptions
by
corporations
With this handicap the Gander. apd games A box iunch was served , t
Public Levee.
226.85 the most vivid manner.
The,
The fiduciary and partnership j with total receipts of not more than
niadf„aar^’Vl'.J'J mnnaffpri
1716 Rainbow Club. met Tuesday
Gladys McClure has returned to Public Card Party,
32.25 Brahms "Intermezzi" were gems, bridge. Mass., a native of Round forms.
1041 and 1C65. re-pectlvely. [ $250,000 and net incomes of not
e k .m,tr,aB
v
night with Mrs. Clinton Teele fea- Rockland after keeping house for O V. Drew, sale of envelopes
l
exquisite in melody and rich har- Pond. These A. B.'s both sailed in
have undergone extensive revisions .more than $25,030, was described in
back 12 pins but the empty void turing supper and Christmas tree Mrs. McClure who has been in Thornton W. Hall.
10 00 mony
In the Debussy "Inter- | square riggers when only 17; today These forms, while printed on paper a recent release of the Treasury
representing the Grimes effort was
Stanton M. Strawson.
2.00:|.«ro.
ludes. General La vine" contained thcy would
Mrs. William Warner, returned Rockland for a few days.
in High school.
ol the same color as in 1937. have!Department.
Dr
and
Mrs.
Freeman
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too big to fill. The old Goose Monday from Rockland.
Residents here will miss Capt
5.00 ci,aracteri;tic
Debussy
touches.
j h
read a lot iate|y about the
Brown.
pulled himself up by virtue of
The Four A’s were entertained Wincapaws sky visit this Christ Ralph H. Smith,
while the second interlude was a ,,
...
.
three bowls of stew, four pieces of Friday by Mrs Emma Winslow.
* 22 tone picture, with moon shadows shlPs whlch Ealled from Boston'
mas.
William
Emerson.
pie and two big spares in his last
5 0P! of gently waving branches, chimes New York. Philadelphia and BaltiMiss Laura B Sanborn came
Frances Emerson.
two frames, to be head man, but Tuesday* from Augusta for a visit
5 go and a distant clock sounding softly : more to San Francisco in 89, 100
NORTH
HAVEN
J.
Eben
Norton.
again the Grimes reverse which led with relatives.
2 oo at the close. The Scherzo and Mo- i and 102 days.
The good ship
Gerald C. Roberts.
down the back stairs to the cellar,
A large Christmas tree adorns
Among the fine tributes paid to Vinal Haven Lions Club,
25.00 nient Musicale offered old friends jjorthern Light, once made the pasmade him pay at the counter.
(Continued from Page One)
Union Church lawn erected by the late Dr. Daniel N. Woodman is' Mildred Burgdorf,
to me that the American legion
b in h^Cntatl,ng ±7!±Tt l«* from San Francisco to Boston
By winning this match the Skip young people of the church. It is that of Dr. Nathanael K Wood of Mrs Francis B. Converse
5.03 bellisnments to tneir familiar at®
might like to donate a flag and pole
pers have tied up the series, which lighted with over 100 vari-colored Boston. "Most certainly he was the | Mrs. Charles Dutton,
1.0^|tire, and "Triana” brought a re-,1’1 76 days. Donald McKay bullt fused to have an American flag and «nd come over, and with anpropristands at five-all. and according bulbs.
jate exercises erect the same near
1001 markable program to a brilliant the ship, Lightning, which once po!(? erpcted ,n (hp Arboretum
salt of the earth and North Haven i Mrs. Charles Griffith,
te Gene Hal! who hasn t guessed
5 03 ! close. Mr. Bolet, recalled many sailed 436 miles in "24hours, a' b
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter met was fortunate indeed to have had “• A- Keened
nutn,g«n,
t
ii»
r sricnre
bu!ldln,"hat thc
nranci tn.s as an outrageous lie. ou,It
is my anrt
nrmarloplnion
wrong since he backed Teddy Thursday night with a large at so good and capable a physician.1 Vera & Wentworth.
2 00 times, offered as encores a Chopin r€cord never equalled by any other
Roosevelt for President, the Skip- tendance.
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fact
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never
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[
American
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with
their 150
?™|V£SS .‘n .V,’?'
R°nd? sailing ship. How some of the oldHe labored hard and long, was gen Vellora Wharff.
men will never be behind again.
money to spare for a flag. Right | years of liberty, independence and
1.78 (Perpetual Motion) and by request
Union Church Choir will present erous to a fault, ever ready to give O. V. Drew, sale of envelopes.
Now that the Goose has lost faith a cantata entitled! "Good Will
Liszt's "Liebestraum "
| time Rockland and Thomaston ship now we haven't money enough to 1 freedem. and their Revolutionary
of Sesqui-Centennial
to others, and asked little or nothing Sale
Stamps.
in pie as a stimulant, no one knows Toward Men" at Union Church for
54.15 The tribute of absorbed atten-' builders and captains would enjoy 1 P».v in full our coal bill. And my traditions, will never allow Fascism
himself. He leaves a blessed Laura B. Sanborn,
rhat he will employ next to revive Dec. 25.
5.00 tion was paid Mr Bolet throughout this bit of news about the Ameri- $18 per month old age pension, is to rear its ugly jungle-head in this
memory, and his influence in Otis A. Thompson.
not sufficient to provide enough country,
10 00 the program and the artist must can Merchant Marine of today,
his lagging Ganders, but it is un
Mrs. Keith Carver returned Mon- North Haven was always of the Tlfe Washington Club,
food to keep my old body in good
A* for war war settles notlih'g.
3.03
derstood that he and Scotty Little day from Lewiston.
best, and will always be remem- Jolly Juniors.
This is from a recent magazine working condition But I have kind After the unholy sacrifice of mil1 0n go awav with the feeling that he
field are getting their heads to
A gratifying sum was netted from bered with reverence and love."
m°re
article: "They are calling San Fran- friends.
lions of lives and billions of dollars
Carrie E. Paige.
3.00 p^iuveaV.umen« a
gether on a feed oi some kind guar- the moving picture at the Gem
The Unity Guild meets at the j Reba M. Graham.
When the State owned the prop- worth cf property and wealth the
5.Of
Dr C. Harold Jameson prior to c^sc0 The Forgotten Port. In 1933 erty
__ —three years—and expended World War failed to make the world
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led her father to Saraso'a, Fla., by Maude Bligh Russell.
fair
Mrs. Hilbert Hanson, has returned motor left Wednesday to return via A J. Strawson.
1 00 appreciation for all assistance. He oui of here handling 1.967.347 tons It couldn't spare mon^y for a phone With President Roosevelt I say—
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also read a telegram from Mr T„ 1Q„ nnlv
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a Babcock fire-extinguisher or two let us outlaw Fascism and war Let
dleton.
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Medical School. Boston.
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Kitty
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William Rogers of Warren
20 for $1.00
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Barge 707 is loading paving for
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B Newcombe.
surgeon. In one year patients at
New
York
at
John
Meehan
Son's
to amount to anything. But if the
25 for $1.00
Dr. and Mrs Charles D. North, plant
the hospital approximated 9000 first snow melted off we would be
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
Mrs
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N.
Norwood.
Mrs.
Leola
This
town
is
fortunate
in
securing
A11 enjoyable diew from our spacious ground-floor porches,
in for lots cf snow and a rough
£0 for $1.00
thb gifted man as its resident winter. “I have never known this Noyes. Mrs. Carlene B Nutt, Mr mons. Mr. and Mrs. George Thomas.
w hirl) surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
and Mrs. Stewart Orbeton, iMrs. Dr. Harrv Tounge. Mrs. Edward
phvxieian.
sign to fail." he said
and the better class of cards at prices
Thoroughfare Grammar Sohool
How many noticed which way our Gertrude Parker, Mr. and Mr^ ’Veazie. Mrs/Lee W Walker. Mrs
Standish Perry. Mrs. Frances E. Robert Walsh. Chester O Wyllie.
Pupils net absent during the term first ‘now disappeared this year.
June to
exceptionally low
Booklet
were: William Hopkins. Dorothy
Perry. Mr and Mrs Ray Pierce. ,Dr J Mr and Mrs D Prr ton WysonB.
Margaret Elwell
Thayer.
Erma
Witherspoon
ard
Charles
B
Popple-tone.
Dr.
Saul
Rev
and
Mrs
Win
nrlri
Witham
October
on
These Prices Include Name Printed On Each Card
Lyman Hopkins.
R. Polisner. Mr. and Mrs. J. Rtker
q Wood
Hotel
Application
PuDils absent only one day: Vic ized with these officers: President. Pioetor. Mr. and Mrs. Howard E.
_____ !______
Smarter than ever . . . and yet . . . for all their warm cheer
tor Beverage. John Brown. John Dorothy Thayer; -^ary Marion Rnnins.' Frank'D Rowe
Maselyn
. . . quality papers and matching envelopes . . . they eoine to you
Mrs Ruth Sanborn. Mr and Mrs COURIER-GAZETTF. WANT ADS
Corner Second Street
Waterman. Jane Grant. Sherman Carver, treasurer. William HopkinStamford
WORK WONDERS
Baird John Beverage. Milton Dyer
A ”a"°*er" party ’7s held °" .-Wilbur Senter. Mr. and Mrs. Clevesmartly boxed at price ranges from 20 for $1.00 to 50 (or $1.00
and First Avenue
II. II. Mase
Del. Co.
and Harriet S'jone.
present
1 d &
iland Sleeper Mr and Mrs WilPostage 10 cents extra.
Manager
Moderate Rates
Honor students: Dorothy Thayer,
N. Y.
A one-act comedy drama “Fight- “am11T„Sml‘h‘ M«. Ruth Dondls
92
3;
Jane
Grant,
38;
George
Young,
______ MODERN WOMEN
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
Don t wait!! Come now while the selection is large.
?a>‘ ^r_LNa.,iiaIle..R
873; Ellen Wooster. 87.2; Lillian ing Through " was presented in the 8n
Mabel Snrinz Mies Maraaret Stahl
Need Not Softer monthly pain and ifclay duo to
n, expos11
Gregory, 87; William Hopkins. 86.2; K. cf P. hall Dec. 5 and was well 1 aoei Ounag. Ml s Margaret oianl, colda.nerv<,ue«train,rxjM»iureor&illularcausee.
Samples on display at
Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
Carolyn Greenlaw, 83.2; Kathryn attended. It was a financial suc Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Stone Chi-chee-ter®
reliable and give Quick Relief Sold by
Carl Sonntag. Dr. and Mrs. G. W. all
McDonald. 80.6; Betty Haskell. 80.3;' cess.
druggists for over 50 years. Aik for .
School closed Dec. 16. with pri- Soule, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Storer.
Sherman Baird. 80.2; Thelma Par
iLdOAK
CHICHESTERS PILLS
sons. 80; Harriet Stone. 80; Phyllis mary, intermediate and grammar Mrs. Grace Strout. Dr. and Mrs.
Waterman, 80; Burtts Brown, 80. school combining for a Christmaa, R. L. Stratton. Mr and Mrs. Theo*TMI »IAMONO<NE tRANO"
dore Strong. Miss Margaret SimA school league has been organ- tree and program.
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Crooker, Mrs Nellie Lincoln, Mar
Orient Lodge of Masons will work
Mrs. Stella Lenfest and Mrs Vir
ME WASHINGTON ME
guerite Lincoln, Mrs. Louise Ames.
! the Master degree Tuesday night.
ginia Stetson
Rosetta Sideiinger Josephine Finley.
Supper wil be served at 6.30.
A basketball game last night in
Among those from here who at
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Simmons left
Camden between Boothbay Harbor
tended the annual session of Maine Dorothy Creamer, Elizabeth Weav
Saturday for Chicago where Mr.
K P and Camden Y.M.C.A. re
State Grange were Mr. and Mrs. F er. Clara Overlock. Sanford Cargill,
' Simmon' was called on business.
GILBERT HARMON
LIDA G CHAMPNEY
sulted in the score: Camden 39.
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
[ L. Ludwig. Maude Overlock. Doris and W. M. Lilia Piermont who filled
The annual Christmas party for
Boothbay Harbor 31 In. a Junior
Correspondent
Correspondent
Miller, Ruth Boynton and Lurlie the offlee of Ada in the exemplifica
Correspondent
tion cf the work. The visitors were , LADY.S Olafk lPather pocurtboon
Williams-Brazier Post and AajxA
zs
A
A
Varsity game between the same
Davis.
ZS Z\
a
a
a
a
a z\ zs
< £ £ ft
I iliary and their families will take
royally welcomed and entertained by lost Wednesday on Main st, Rockland,
towns Boothbay won 36 to 28
Miss
Gloria
Hibbert
and
friend
• • • •
the host Chapter whose members (Reward. mrs. john d. mitchell.
■ place next Tuesday night at 7 in
Tel. 2229
Telephone 713
TeL 190
Friendship.
ISO 152
from New York are spending a are famous for their hospitality
1 K P. hall on the third floor. Each
Snow Bowl Carnival
month's
vacation
at
the
home
of
her
WHITE spitz dog lost, answers to
person will please take a ten-cent,
Maurice
Witham
of
Pittston
was
At a meeting of the Outing Club
Miss Lillian Bates of Rockland! parents. Mr. and Mrs. Archie Hib- guest Sunday of his cousin Mrs. name of “Chippy," Reward. F M.
Mis Evelyn Hahn went by bus to ; gift for the tree, also a cup and a [ Mr. and Mrs. W. Lester Pitcher held Thursday night at the Y.M
HALLOWELL. 40 Knott St, Tel. 953-M.
, Josephine Finley.
Bo ton Friday to pass the holiday >poon. After the tree and an enter- and Mr. and Mrs Rollo Gardner|CA tliedate-ofth-WinterCarni- will be the leader at the 6 o'clock bert.
__________
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service
of
the
Young
People's
SoMembers
of
Fon-du-lac
Chapter
The
supper
and
sale
held
recently
with
her
grandmother.
Mrs.
taining
program,
there
will
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a
were
recent
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of
Mr.
and
Mrs.;
•
■
•
vacation
al were ‘•ft for Feb. 18. 19. 20. Plans | ciety Christian Endeavor Sundav O.ES who were guest night visitors j at the Grange hall by the Ladies BROOCH pin with stones, lost Tues1 ruirLae
“parlor
novlnr game;
aaiUPi1' jj) Wllidl llll /s,;----- **»-*»
— »— *
—.•»
cries
of
“
Alma Hamilton
Oliver Chilman in Auburn.
■ are in the making for a Carnival. . h,
h B . ch ,
Ail Frida.v of Golden Rod Chapter in I Qujid was successful, the sum of Maine Co. RewardC Valued* foVas*
Roy Burton, a guard at the State the family can join.
Mrs. Harold Monroe is ill at her, bigger and better than ever, tiie : ().p welf01nP
Rockland were Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon J39 being taken which will be used sociation. tei, 530
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Prison who makes his home at the
! home on Spruce street.
I details cf which will be released at
Turner. Mrs Nellie Crcoker. Frances to pay for repairing the stained glass
In The Churches
Mrs
Nellie
R.
Ballard
left
Friday
FUR
neckpiece
lost
on
Lindsey
St.
Lucette, is spending two weeks' va
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs a later date.
windows in the church and other TEL. Lincolnville 8 12, reverse charges.
J for Portland to visit her son DelSt. James Catholic Church: Mas
cation with his family in Bangor.
150*152
repairs. Mrs. Annie Overlock of
9 u. m.
dailv and winter sports fans are ' 'nent,
is a patient at tiie Maine
Colby Wood and Kervin C. Ellis at St.
Probate Notices
Liberty was awarded a quilt.
Johns Church: 9.30 a. m„ Hoi Wallace Thompson of Saco. Mrs anxiously awaiting winter weather.i Mi neral Hospital, where Monday lie
went Friday to their respective Eucharist;
I
Luce's
sister.
Mrs.
Annette
Moul

Schools closed Friday for a two
5 p. m, Evensong with
t
finishing
touches arc
Tiie
finishing touches
are being
being underwent a surgiea. operation.
homes in Ellsworth and Augusta to special sermon in rectory chapel by | ton of Roslindale. Mass. and David
STATE OF .MAINE
| weeks' Christmas vacation.
put on tiie Ski Tow which will be He Ls making satisfactory recovery.
spend the holiday recess.
To all persons interested in either
Harold E. Fossett of Union was in
Rev. Eric Robinson of Newcastle, i Cain of Portland.
at thc first snow storm. A Mrs. Ballard will also visit her oi the estates hereinafter named:
w—*—*—*—*
"Cause Wc Like It" 4-H Club met Following this service there will h? | Mr. and Mrs Harold Stevenson ready
crew of men worked all summer and i daughter-in-law, who Ls staying
At a Pruba/e Court held at Rockland, town on business recently.
UNFURNISHED apt. to let on Talbot
at the home of tiie leader, MLss Mar- a social hour during which interest- |ond daughter. Janice, have been re- fall on the ski slope and it is now ^th hAr parents. Mr. and Mrs. in and for the County of Knox, on the
Lawrence I. Norton, former resi Ave,
2 bed rooms, large living
15th day of November ln the year of dent of the town, was here recently room, heated.
garet Hysom Wednesday night with ing views of England wlil be dis-1 cent
guests of Mr. Stevenson's without question the linest skiing Ya“ri<* Le‘gl;‘on, at„ Yarmouth. our
kitchenette, and bath. Excellent
Lord one thousand nine hundred looking up old time neighbors and closet space.
1 /Ini-inn
»•
Uo 11 ore) c illtmcc
14 members present. After an inter played. All are invited.
Hardwood
floors through
during Mr. Ballard's illness.
! father A. B Stevenson.
and thirty-eight and by adjournment
area in Maine.
out. Newly renovated Apply to C. F.
esting and instinctive talk on “Poul
day to day from the 15th day of friends.
Baptist Church: Bible school 9.45
Mr ,uld Mrs Ciarence Stratton
A new path has been made to the
Miss Marion Weidman returned from
SNOW.
130
Union
St.
Tel
158
142-t.f
November. The following matters
try Management" by Chester Has a. in.; morning worship. 11 the sub* Q
huntlng trip in Franklin top of the oboggan slide making a Friday from Quincy. Mass. where -aid
having been presented for the action
FOUR-room furnished apartment to
kell of Gardiner, members played ject "A Cure For Blindness." At,"11 011 J
much easier -limb.
i she has been visiting at the home thereupon hereinafter indicated It ls ACROSS NECK’£
let large living room overlooking har
games, the committee for which can- 4 30 p. m the combined choirs of
The girls' division of the Brow me
bor; linen, dishes; garage. 122 CAMDEN
committees have been , of Mr. and Mrs. David Johnston the hereby ORDERED
sisted of Donald Reilly and Winfred this church and Pratt Memorial M. Scouts met Monday. withi - r,
That notice thereof be given to all
Executive. Harold Corthell. i past month
ST
150-152
Mrs. Alfred Waltz was a recent
_ persons interested, by causing a copy
Williams. Names were drawn in con E Church of Rockland will pre.cn: j seng. In spite o the b»d gather
MontgomMi«s mu
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to
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is
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of
this
order
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be
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three
Rockland visitor.
nection with the club Christmas tree the Christmas cantata "The Mang-r | there was a large attendance.
nnh<>rt
|a^nh
Pleasant St. Range for sale LILLIAN
weeks successively ln The Courier-Ga
to be held Dec. 23. the next meet Throne" by Charles F. Manney. I Knitting and crayoning classes ery; Robert Dexter. Joseph Sylves- , ployed at the home of Prin. George zette a newspaper published at Rock Mrs. William Thorne has returned BICKNELL. 82 Limerock St
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ing, and refreshment swere served by Christian Endeavor at 6 There will | went on, also the rehearsal for the ter. Harry Wolcott, William F. Cunningham while Mrs. Cunning- land in said County, that th°y may ap from Sidney. N. Y.
FIVE-room apartment to let. good
Packard. Harold H Nash. Ernest ham is a patient at Community pear at a Probate Court to tie held at
Hester Foster and Christine Hysom. be no evening service.
Mrs. Eldora Gross, Mrs. Alice condition central location. $12 TEL
I two Christmas plays which will be Crie. Albert McCarty. Clayton) Hospital.
said Rockland on the 20th day of De403-W,
» 12 and 1-4 o'clock.
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Winnifred MacFarnnd was appoint
Genthner
and
son
Melvin
spent
an
. . mber A I) 1M at nine oxsioct m
Federated Church: Sunday school given Monday at 3 o'clock The
ed color bearer to lake the place of at 9.45 a. m.; morning worship at 11.1 boys will hold a Christmas party Smith Walter Gay. William Thom- ( T);e Community Christmas tree the forenoon, and be heard thereon it evening recently with Mr. and Mr.s.
NEWLY furnished apartment to let.
as. Philip Annas. Shirley Young, j |,as u new setting this year being they see cause.
19 Willow St . TEL 1248-W
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Geor
Aaron Nash of West Waldoboro.
Till ou. The next meeting | tfte subject "Giving a Reason Fjr|pr'idtty after school.
MARY SOPHIA SMART, late of Cam
AI I modern five room apartment to
will be held at tire home of the Christmas. Music will consist of I jjrs. Frances E. Perry closed her James Chandler. Mildred Holmes., piaced jn the center of th? newly den.
Clarence
Richards
was
a
recent
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
let at 42 Fulton St TEL 960-R. cl'v
leader, and Lillian O Neil and Dori:; a trio. MLss Laura Beattie. Miss Alice lwme on chestnut street Monday Dr. George Pullen. J Hugh Mont- constructed Island at the junction Piobate thereof, asking that the same Portland isitor.
151*1
gomery: house Milford Pavson. I of unjOn and Limerock streets an i may be proved and allowed and that, Mr and Mrs Ralph Englev and
Vinal will serve cn thc same com Tuttle and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton flnd has left for Clncin„ati.
MODERN apartment of live rooms.
““biey anu
Ethel Anderson. Olive Weaver, Dora R^ell avenue, which is an ideal lo- Letters Testamentary issue to Edwin!
mittee. with Gertrude Hanley and singing "Pilot Me < Asher-Jacobs).
Furnished
if
desired.
Every
convenience
G Merrill of Bedford. New York, he daughter Christine have been visit
The Rebekah Lodge held a cov Packard. Clara French. Gilbert liar- cation, showing the beautifully' being the Executor named in said Will, ing Mrs. Engleys parents Mr and
Betty Sheffield the refreshment com There will be no Epworth League
men. Mildred Rhodes. Beulah Tir- dcccrated tree to the best advapt- without bond.
ered
dish
supper
and
meeting
Wed

mittee.
meeting nor evening service in order
Mrs. Elbridge Storer of Boothbay Inquire THE MENS SHOP. Rockland
JEREMIAH N. FARNHAM, late of
District Deputy rell. Harold Nash. Louise Dunbar, age from all angles. It will be
Schools closed last night for the that all who may desire may at nesday night.
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Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Burns and
Ruth Perrv; housing. George H. jjghted for the first time tonight.
Rockland, deceased Will and Petition
President.
Miss
Doris
Hyler
of
Rock

Christmas recess.
tend the Christmas cantata at the
for Probate thereof, asking that the son of Round Pond were callers
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
Thomas.
J.
Hugh
An
all-day
meeting
of
the
Baptist
land was special guest.
ments, 3 and 4 rooms, upstairs and
same may be proved and allowed and
Rev. John P. Reed of Leeds, who Baptist Church at 4.30.
eIiiJ cs.C€'tP'lvu' ' 'im
q andish Ladies' Circle was held Wednesday that Letters Testamentary Issue to Sunday at Melvin Genthner s.
down. Inquire 11 JAMES ST, city
Pentecostal Mission: Adult Bible
The Women's Farm Bureau met C
Hall.
S andush;at the homp Qf Mrs B H pauf Maggie
occupied the pulpit at the Pente
Miss Villa Stahl of Broad Cove
B Farnham of Rockland, she
143-tf
being the Executrix named ln said spent Wednesday afternoon with
costal Mission during the summer. class at 12.45; afternoon service at Wednesday at Megunticook Grange Perry. Hope Cii.l
marles Qi|iner at n00n »’as followed by the Will,
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without
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o
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service
at
7
with
Rev
ball
for
an
all-dav
session.
"Christwell: dance. Milford Payson. Char.es
onlre 25 Lindsey St . TEL. 693
142-tf
has returned '
Mrs. Eldra Gross.
EDWIN V SHEA, late of South Thom
i mas Suggestions" was the topic of C Dailev John Miller: sports. Al- IacKlng 01 a Qullt
an indefinite stay, and will resume j John p Reed as speaker,
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Hunt
of
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High
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ihe meeting. Mrs. A E. Greenlaw
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ntfnG ^ake their homp with Mr alld Mrs Christmas recess.
144-tf
Mrs. Ella Winslow and Mrs. ning at Nelson Calderwood's in
HARRY L JOHNSTON, late bond on same date.
M' and Mrs H h' Npwtwrt5
I Char’es starrett.
Election cf officers was the im- Maude Mank returning from the Union. Mr. Leigher and Arthur of ESTATE
Rockland,
deceased
First
and
final
OLIVE
SHEERER,
late
of
Tenants
Mr f" r Rioonr
,
L , .', Jchn Fa!es of Cushing who is in , pertant part of the meeting of Me- State Grange in Augusta report the Leigher were recent business callers account presented for allowance by Harbor, deceased. William E. Sheerer
Tpr "tv tn ni/ ~ ' . as b®s*e®K *11 health is being cared for at the , eunticook Grange Wednesday night. session entertaining and instructive. in North Washington.
Mary E Johnston. Exx
of Tenants Harbor was appointed Exr,
Tuesday to nine members of the | home of hi' daughter. Geneva They arc: Master. Harold H. Nash;
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Linscott.
ESTATE LETTA M. DEAN, late of Nov.’ 15. 1938. withodt bond
Jfcan Burnheimer made a trip to
Federated Circle. These officers (Thompson
son Richard, daughters Margaret Beterly. Mass, deceased. First and ROLAND J. HAHN, iate of Thomas
overseer. Mrs. Mae Young; lecturer. Boston Saturday.
final account presented for allowance ton. deceased Frances L. Hahn of Mal
CLEMENTS Chicks give exceptionally
v(-.c pjpct'f Pi-sident, Mrs. Wes- • A family surprise party was ten- Mrs. Loi* Daucette: steward, Harold
There was a goodly attendance and Thelma were visitors Sunday by Zadoc L. Knight. Admr
den. Mass, was appointed Admx, Nov. profitable results. Unusual Reds and
ton A Young; vice president Mrs dered recently to Mrs. Genic Brarn- Hartford; assistant steward. Harold Sunday at morning service of the at the homes of Nelson Calderwood
WILLIAM A. KENNEDY, late of 15. 1938. without bond Alan L Bird Clem-Cross Pullets. Our “four farm
Stanley Macgowan; secretary Mrs hall in honor of her birthday. Re- Rcbinscn: chaplain. Flora Wright; Methodist Church. Mrs. Gibson, and Clarence Whitney in Union.
Rockland, deceased Will and Petition of Rockland was appointed Agent In co operative" Insures better quality for
les- money
Catalog free
Write
Hubert F leach; treasurer. Mrs ; freshments were erved and the secretary, Mrs. Louise Walker; the preacher, discoursed ably from
for Probate thereof, asking that the Maine.
ame may be proved and allowed and
OLGA A. JOHANSEN, late of Rock CLEMENTS BROTHERS FARMS. R. 33.
Oriel F Williams Tea was served guest of honor receivedmany
use- ! treasurer. J. Herbert Gould: Ceres, the subject "There hatli no tempta
144-52
that Letters Testamentary Issue to land. deceased
Henrick J Johansen Winterport. Me.
LINCOLNVILLE Mt
and Mr. Young invited the Circle ful presents.
I Mary Nash; Pomona. Mrs. Dorothy tion taken you"
Alice H. Kennedy of Rockland, she of Rockland was appointed Admr . Nov
being the Executrix named In said 15. 1938. without bond.
to meet at her home Jan. 10.
i Mrs. Helen Cushman i.s visiting Knight, Flora. Mrs. Mildred ShelMrs. Flora A. Mank spent a few
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Nickerson Will, without bond
EDWARD U. PRICE, late of RockFIllCopeland, who for the past ;
EPlativis in Fitchburg. Mass. cion; LAS. Mr*. Bessie Robinson; days with Mrs. Ruby Walter Miller attended the State Grange meeting
CHARLES B BROWN, late of Rock- j land, deceased. Charles T Smalley of
few months lias made his home '
Mrs- Hattie Wotton and Mrs ! member executive committee for recently.
land
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Rockland
was appointed Admr , Nov
in Augusta.
with his sister. Mi
E. K Win-!5?bvia Hcflses recentlywent, tr
j three years. Henry Carver. There
thereof, rsklng that the same 115 1938. and qualified by filing bond
Mr. and Mrs. Weiss and niece
Misses Velma Basford and An Probate
GEORGE JONES. Medium. This week
chenbach, went Wednesday to Bos- ( Masaachusetts. The former wil visit will be a Christmas program at the Miss Marion Palmer of New York gelia Basford of Camden passed may be proved md allowed and that Nov 19 1938
E
T7tBn’ei1,ta„rii is?,ue l° ,Cla,r.a A' I FREEMAN J PERRY, late of Rock- only. Private reading 50c. 16 Pleasant
ton. enroute to Savannah. Ga, fc bcr dal*ghter Mr.s. Nellie Brizer ir meeting Wednesday with a tree and attended tiie morning service Sun Sunday at Miller's Corner.
149* 151
„,uhlg of Rockland, (formerly Clara land, deceased Robert L. Dunbar of St.. TEI/ 349-M.
the winter. He was accompanied ' Eanvers and Mrs. Hoffses will go tc gifts.
day at tiie Methodist Church. They
Maurice Pottle and Doris S‘?w- A Egan j . he being the Executrix Rockland was appointee!..Exr . Nov. 15. R OCK L A ND Radiator Works. 283
Mr. and Mr.s. George P. Carleton are guests at tiie Hildebrandt resort. art. students at the U. of M , were named in said Will, without bond
1938. and qualified by filing bond Nov Main St . rear Studley’s furniture ston*.
as far as Boston by Mr.s. Winchen- Newton "here she will have employFRANK A BOWERS, late of Cam 21. 1938
of Springfield are spending the Marie Burnheimer was a visitor at home the past week.
formerly 70 Park St. We specialize on
bach and her daughter Mrs Leila jment wlth ,lle Pe"tman family.
den. deceased Will and Petition for
ISORA J. BABBIDGE. late of Rock automobile radiators only, all work
Christmas recess with Mr. and Mrs. last Saturday in Bath.
Tranquility Grange elected Friday Probate thereof, asking that the same land. deceased Helen B Emmons of guaranteed.
Smalley, who are to remain several
-------------149*151
may be proved and allowed and that Warren was appointed Exx, Nov. 22.
days staving at tiie Parker House |
Por a Christmas gift, why not Finley Calder.
Zolvina Mank of Athens was a as officers: Master Linwcod Cillev; Letters
PIGS dressed; good work, prompt
Testamentary
Issue
to
Lena
E.
1
1938.
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
A
Christmas
operetta,
“
At
Home
overseer. Irving Eugley; secretary. Bowers of Camden, she being the Ex- , same date.
during their stay.
service. MASON JOHNSON, Tel. 138
choose a box of our Stationery for Witli Santa Clause" will be present caller Friday at George Flanders'
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Winehenbach Mai'Baret Cilley; treasurer. Haroid ecutrlx named in said Will, without JOHN T. LOTHROP. late of Rockland
143-tf
men and women? With name and ' ed at the Congregational Parish
| deceased, Elmer E Marston of Portland
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
visited Sunday at Ferd Peabody’s Deane; chaplain, May Scruton; lec bond.
address on sheets and envelopes or House Friday house Friday. Tiie in Warren
ESTATE ROBIE B. ROBBINS, late of I and Ralph H. Trim of Rockland were land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
turer. Helen Harvey; steward. Al
deceased. First and final app??J1‘®d. Executors, NovL_15, 1938. and solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
ALFRED M. STROUT
len Morton; assistant steward. Le Appleton,
monogram on sheets and address on cast 1s Alfred Knowlton, Elizabeth
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Weiss
and
account
presented for allowance by qualified by filing bond Nov. 23. 1938
144-tf
Fitcher, Harriet Arnold. Katherine
land
Maclntire;
lady
assistant
stew

JENNTE S. SPEAR, late of Thomasqka’tp'q
---------------TT
Frances R Robbins. Admx
envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $1.50 a Glaentzel, Paul Thorndike, Myrtle niece of New York who have been
Insurance
ton.
deceased
Bessie
Spear
Sullivan
**
wh
“
e
0
i'?
u
,
wal‘
ard. Laura Frohock; Pomona, Grace
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR. Esquire of Thomaston was appointed Exx , Nov. ( S?J?,„?^RDWARE co- 408 Malh.St
;
box. We have some very attractive Mar-hall. Katherine Libby. Richard guests of Mr. and Mrs Hildebrant Heal; Flora. Bernice Calderwood; Judge
of Probate Court for Knox 15. 1938. and qualified by filing bond K0CKIand
147-tf
Fire, Automobile, anti Allied Lines
boxes to select from at Tiie Courier- j Clough. Harold Arnold. A large for several days, returned home Ceres, Agnes Eugley; gatekeeper. County, Rockland, Maine.
Dec. 1. 1938.
WATCHMAKER—-Repairing watches,
THOMASTON, MAINE
Attest:
Gazette office Three-day servi e "PPorting cast of children take part Tuesday.
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
Harry Collamore: organist. Helen Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE
lOOStf guaranteed .-adv.
Fred Vannah and Wesley Mank Harvey. Installation will be held
deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
‘ tf ! "S fairies' €skim°s' explorers' The
Register.
Register Amesbury St., Rockland, Tel. 958-J.
operetta is under the direction of i were Fairfield visitors Sunday.
tiie first Friday in January.
145-S-151
145-S-151
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Have Gone To Paris

Page Sever!
MRS. ARTHUR PETERS

A Preview Of Maine

Frances M„ wife of Arthur E
Peters, died at her home on Florence
street Sunday, after an illness of
three months. The deceased was
Sunday afternoon. Dec. 11 a very born in Warren, March 16 1858 and
World’s Fair
eflective Christmas pageant was
given at the Federated Church by had 'pent most of her long life in
Rcckland where she wa« twice mar
Construction on Maine's exhibit the Boys’ and Girls' Glee Clubs of ried. Her first husband was Fred
X.C.S. Club spent a pleasant eveES.NS.
There
were
ten
students
| ning Wednesday at the home of
Ii? lb; V A Y< . k World. Fair wa*
rick Comeau, who died six vears
from Rockland and vicinity taking
Mr-. Frederick Cater, at sewing
1 started in Augusta
Thursday part. Margaret Rogers of Rock after their marriage She had lived
and luncheon
*A letter,
— *to“ club
| following thc adoption of plans by land played a leading part anil 39 years with her second husband,
members from Mr.s Everett RobinI Ihe Maim Development Commis Roger Dow of Wiscasset was or Mr. Peters.
Her life was filled with kind deeds,
. on of Isle au Haut. was read. There
By K. S. F.
ganist throughout the pageant. Thi P' the entire neighborhood can tes
sion,
will be no meeting next week, the MTTFNl ANT'Q UARRflRtf oft lhe northern Prench coast- imThe exhibit, the first to represent girls took the parts of villagers. tify. And when Her own dav of
members to be entertained Dec
I LINAIN I 3 HAKdUIy« i practicable as a winter home. Ini
Dyeing of rabbit skins to lock like ' Maine at any
fair- wll> P°r angels and organ choir, and thc sickness came — the emergency
29 by Mrs, Myron Mank.
-------' Paris he hoped to find the peace
boys, shepherds and innkeepers. The which demands friends—they re
Mrs. Fern Rice and Miss Ruth u
and
seclusion
he
had
sought
since
,
Bvinath.TTn»«i«t.,«i«,„v..«|OPO“>Mn. raccoon, skunk.
skunk, muacrar
muskrat 1 fny the recreational, agricultural Federated Church was packed with sponded without call, and her last
1 Members of W.I.N. Club were eu- Pierson were eall"d here recently laving the United Stales two years
fnj£
ealled &a threat to I and industrial advantages of the a large and appreciative audience. days were cheered by their pres
—
----------- = i tertained at cards and luncheon by the sudden death ol their father. ago to Uve first in England then in ' *“•“
” I State, officials said. It is being built I The pageant, a musical dramatlza- ence and ministrations.
Gordon Crowliy is home from I Thursday night by Mrs. Leland Capt. Reid R Pierson.
France.
I Indianas $.>00 0(10 fur business.
I under the direction of Klir Beck, of uon of the Birth -of Christ, very
Mis. Peters is survived by tier
Mr.s. Jane Wall who is ill, is being
Mrs. Lindbergh has engaged a '
Kents Hill to spend a fortnight's Drinkwater. Mrs. J. M Richard.Mount Vernon, who, last year con- successfully portrayed the true| husband, one son. Frederick W
Comeau of Boston; and two half
vacation with his parent; Mr. and on. Mrs. Ralpn Glendenning and cared for by Margaret Thompson.
nurse to care for their two small I what a perfect move the Metho- ,-iructed thc Maine exhibit at the
Fred Watts made a business trip , sens. The Lindberghs' establish-I dUt unification plans are. Christian New York and Boston sportsman's Christmas spirit.
brothers. Ezekiel Nelson of Rock
Mrs. Gardner French won honors.
Mrs. Harvey Crowley.
land and William Nelson of Bangor.
Mrs. Vance Noiton was awarded the lccently to Lewi ten.
ment ot a home in Paris appeared unity ii what must be at the pnd ot sliows that drew national attention.
Joseph Hooper js passing a few j to put an end to reports that they ; all things, or else—. The last word
Archie Nickerson, ex'37, of Belfast
Services were held at the Burpee
Ccmmi. sion offlciaLs said they
Frank Stone of the Rockland '«'»»vel prize.
Wi-tks willi his .sisler. Ml's. Emmai
is teaching in Union as a substitute Funeral Home yesterday afternoon.
were
confident
that
the
Maine
ex

|
is
that
the
three
forms
of
Metho

Intended
to
move
to
Berlin.
from
the
j
'
Nash Company is home
Lane wiio is ill.
dism are to meet in Kansas City in hibit will be on? of the most popular teacher under Supt. Frank D. Row?. Rev. Dr. Guv Wilson officiating.
Dnaconess Ha-pital, much improved | Universalist Mission Circle will
Miss Eva Torrey and Mrs Ella '
Th interment was in Sea View
« • * •
the
spring and leaders are of the at the Fair. It will occupy a space
R<meet Wednesday afternoon.
____
________ ________
Gets College Honor
Davis_______
motored Wednesday
to Rockcemetery.
ot
4
500
feel
in
the
Court
of
States,
Lindopinion
that
one
church
will
be
tht
Freshman Harry McGinley is
A. W. Richards of 14 Bay View iigious current events will be given I |and
’
I Election of Anne Morrow
a
beautiful
set
of
buildings
in
an
ex

outgrowth.
wearing a satisfied smile these days, j por Holiday Happiness wear a new
so.uare was out Tuesday for the by Mrs. Katharyn St. Clair, and a' Clarence Rawley has employment bergh, now residing in Cotes-Du-1
cellent location in the fair grounds.
first time in nearly two months, paper on “Heralds of the Dawn "; j„ Rockland for a few days.
j Nord. France, of the Smith College
Liother Frank L. McGinley has reor give a dress for Christmas
Instead
of
being
a
drab,
lifeless,
having been ill at hi., home
will be presented by Mrs. Nettie j Lobstermen have their traps on j class_of 1928, as alumnae member in I There is a delightful country clul affair, the Maine exhibit, officials cently been elected president of the| Dres.s?s KrPatly reduced for Christthe Zeta of Massachusetts Chapter at Wellesley. Mass., and at one time
I Stewart. The keyword “Hope’’ will the bank until spring.
said, will be "a little piece of Maine Maine Federated Spnrtnien's "luhs inas week, beginning Saturday. Dec.
Mrs. Mildred Moss Ls caring for I of Phi Beta Kappa, honorary schol- the Needham Poorhouse was locate; picked up bodily and transported
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Swanson of be answered at roll call. Hostesses
• • » •
j i7. All sales final. Alfreda Perry,
Principal Hall has recently rc-1 7 Limerock street.—adv.
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Clark Island and Mr. and Mrs J art Mrs. Irene Walker, Miss Alice her father. Weston Wiley, who | astlc society, was announced Thurs. on those beautiful grounds. Prob to New York.'
ably
they
need
no
poorhouse
now

day
Snow Hall, have recently returned Fuller, Mrs. Julia Ourdy, Mrs. Ein- is ill.
“Life will go on in this exhibit ceived a letter from his sister. M. r-!'
adays.
Mr.s.
Lindbergh,
wife
of
Col.
Charles Henderson has returned
from a hunting trip near Bedding-! ma Hall, Mrs. Florence Lovejoy p.nd
Just the same as it does in the State thu, formerly employed by 7 lie Se
ton, where they enjoyed the novelty;Mrs. Florence Pike. As thLs Ls the home from New Hampshire where Charles A. Lindbergh, received an
itself," one official explained.
curity Trust Company of Rockland
honcrary
M.
A.
degree
irom
Smith
in
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Scotchman,
at
stable:
he
has
had
employment.
"I
wish
lo
Christmas meeting a large atten
of a log cabin
"Visitors will see .and hear, thc and now with the Hawaiian Trust
1935. She is thc author of "Listen. rent a horse."
The
Rebekah
Lodge
served
sup

pounding
of
surf
on
our
beautiful
dance Ls desired.
Company
of
Honolulu,
stating
that
Groom: "How long?"
per to tire Odd Fellows on the eve The Wind," and “North To the
Sam Levy was in thc city Wednes
coastline. They will see, and hear, she has recently had the pleasure
0 0 0 0
Orient."
ning of the installation.
the bustle of activity of our indus of meeting Esther Bird of Rot kland
day to attend the opening of the
Ralph Colson, young son of Mr
Mrs.
John
Reid
has
returned
Scotchman: "The longest you’ve trial life. They will see miniature and ineidently expressing h'r ap
Rainbow Room at the new Thorn and Mrs. Harold CoLson, underwent
from Ba'ton. where she said good
got: there be five of us going."
MRS. WILLIAM C. LUFKIN
lakes, streams, and forests as well preciation of the home nev .s re-1
dike. He will make his home in an emergency appendicitis opera bye tc her sister-in-law Mr.s. Annie
• 0 0 •
as a portrayal of our agricultural ceived regularly through The Cou
Bath this winter.
tion Thursday morning at Knox Tocher and family, when they sailed
Believe it or not. a tribe of Be life. The scent of pine and balsam rier Gazette.
Mrs. Maude Agnes, wife of Wil
Ten millions have
Hospital.
Dec. 10 for Scotland on the S. S.
douins of Southern Arabia do not will peryade the atmosphere much
Mrs. Raymond Bird has returned
liam
C.
Lufkin,
of
Glen
Cove,
died
read and loved it!
Caledonia.
eat
salt.
as
it
does
in
Maine."
to Boston lor the winter after a
The marked success of “The
Frank Long Ls convalescing at suddenly Dec. 7. She attended the
Mrs. Rose Stearns of Nashua. N.
• • 0 •
It is now a picture
So
that
show
visitors
may
see
the
visit with her sLster. Mrs. Charles II. is the puesl of Miss Blanche the home of Mr. and Mr.s. Allison First Baptist Church service th?
County Fair," a hilariously good
the whole world '
And here comes the Coast and new Maine from the perspective of
Babb in Camden.
Morris after return from Knox previous Sunday forenoon, and Gtodic Survey Compiler who says the old. they will view the exhibit time social event, held in th? E.S.
Ingraham. Masonic street.
will cheer!
taught her class of boys in the priHospital.
aofifir
totaiiNo
that the United States is having from a rustic open-sided cohered N.S. gymnasium last Saturday eve
Miss Gladys Blethen was hostess
Mr.s.
Ella
Pca.se
who
underwent
|tr.ary
department
of
the
church
ning,
was
due
to
tiie
industry
and
Vincent Alley, enroute to Miami,
earthquake, on an average of about bridge. This perspeetve will also
tc 14 members of Chapin Class,
an
operation
at
Knox
Hospital
has
school
as
usual,
but
was
taken
sick
executive
ability
of
Ixiis
Robinson
lend reality as by looking slightly
thLs week, a busy evening of Christ Fla., for the winter has been spend returned home.
' that afternoon and went to the has-' once a month. Most of the quakes down and into the distance the ol Thomaston, general chairman,
cause little damage, he says, and rc
mas serving, bring followed by a ing a week in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Barter and pltal. While her health had not I celVe little notice, but no section ol spreading panorama will assume “pinch hitting" no short notice, for
delightful social time. The meeting
Mis. Elizabeth Barter were pleas been good, it was not supposed that
Betty King of Ellsworth.
MLss Lucy French of Boston is antly surprised at their home Mon her condition was at all serious. the nation Ls altogether free of lifelike proportion-.
ol next week will be omitted. Mrs.
• • • •
A the visitor enters the building
them. This history states that a
the
guest
of
her
parents
Dr.
and
day night by "Oor Ain Club." the
Leola Wiggin will be hostess Dec.
The deceased was born April 16. tremor terrified the Pilgrim Fathers he will find, on his right, a modern
Ermo
H.
Scott
ail E.S.NS. fac
Mrs.
C.
F.
French.
occasion being a housewarming and 1873. in Rockland, one ol a family at Plymouth in 1638.
27.
istic information booth at whirh ulty member now on leave at N‘ w
celebration ol "Aunt Libby's" 89th of 11 children born to “Elder An
• * 0 0
thoroughly trained attendants will York University and a former school
Ralph Riehatdaon •
Miss Carol Hall entertained the birthday. The evening was spent sel D. and Henrietta i Varney I
Sleeper Bible Class meets Monday
Harriaon • Emlyn WUllamrf
be able to answer any question re correspondent to The Courier-Gu-1
"It's
a
racket,
but
pleasant."
says
With Mrs A. L. Hall. Masonic street. ABC Club at her home Thursday in singing the old time hymns so Farnham, and spent her lire in Miss Eleanor Roosevelt, at her debut gal ding any and all of Maine’s at zette, writes that he has successful
a KING VIDOR*
aiternoon. Plans were made for a dear to her heart and her alto voice Rockland until 39 years ago when party in Washington.
traction' They will also dispense ly passed the preliminary examina-!
PRODUCTION
could
be
plainly
heard
among
the
Christmas
party
to
be
held
at
the
Mrs. Snow Hail and sister Mrs
• • • •
copies of a special booklet prepared tions admitting him as a candidal •
she moved to Glen Cove.
singers.
The
Barters
received
Helen Ahi are spending a week In home of Miss Barbara Lassell.
She was married to Herbert W
A very warm and a very wet year by the .Maine Development Commis for the Degree of Doctor in Edu- J
Boston.
Tasty refreshments were served. many useful gifts, after which a Sherer Jan. 1. 1895. their daughter. is the record that 1938 pins to the sion for the fair entitled, "Maine, cation from N Y U.
buffet
lunch
was
served
by
Mrs.
------'members spending the time sewing.
The Place to Work, Live and Play."
• • • •
William Iinlach and Mrs. Alfred Eva Louise, was born on Jan. 13. wall for remembrance.
Rockland Chapter of Hadassah J
-------Going from the booth onto the
• 0 0 0
1896. and Mr. Sherer died about* a
Hocking.
Rockland Lions will be interested
bridge
and
looking
out
over
the
ex

gave a card party Wednesday aftMrs. Luda Mitchell of Perry's
year later. She became the wile Teacher: "William, construct a
hibit to his right, the visitor will, to know that the Anniversary Char
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Alan parg street market is spending the
Church Notes
c7 wdl*am C. Lufkin April 2. 1901 sentence using the word, 'archaic
without a doubt, pinch himself to ter Night of the Castine Lions Club
Grossman. Willow street. Honors winter in New York city,
•D.v-.ij
z-h
- ,
.. "-nd about 19 years of their married' William: "We can't have archaic be sure that he has not been trans will be held today.
were won by Miss Evelyn Segal.
-------W
n ,
ChrlSt TUS, Hfe was spent at "Roxmont" where and eat it, too."
ported back to Maine on a magic
T «*
4
.
Mrs. Rose Poust. Miss Sarah Block
The Methebesec Club met Friday will be th? pastors sermon subject
• • • •
What better Christmas present
carpet.
and Mrs. Ethel Gordon
Another at the home of Mrs. Maude Blod- in the third service of the series ^' Lufkin was superintendent o
Who said, "It's well to have an
Bthclding
Christ."
The
choir
of
he
estate
of
Mr.
and
Mrs,
Robert
A' the light of the exhibit, and off than The Courier-Gazette? Three
party will be given next week, the gett, 39 members answering roll
I Baaad on tha noval....Tha |
mixed voices will sing the anthem
°f N<?’
T.er dau8hter aim in life but we must expect to in the dLstanee, he will see rollers
hostess to be announced.
call. The program was in charge "Crown
Citadel" by A. J. Cronin \mn
__
_ _
_ of All" by J. J. cied Jan- ,3- 1929 Mrs Lufkin s us<’ UP some ammunition belore > • oming in from the open ocean and times a week, every week In the
Him
Lord
------of Mrs. Nora Cooper, the topic be- Brown. The Bible School meets ll°Pes and inlf,^sts
largely
hit
the
mark
of
the
high
calling?"
!
braking
in
a
burst
of
spray
cn
the
year
it
will
bring
all
th
home
news
NOW PLAYING
"Toppy ' Bird came Friday from lHg -Maine, Our State." Mrs. Mary immediately following the worship centered in her daughter that she!
• » • •
| shore. He will not also see the surf
“SISTERS”
Noble-Greenough S'liool, to spend ROssnagel sang charmingly a song service.
never fully recovered from the I Someone wonders if the former but he will actually hear It as "sound to the recipient and with it a kind
with
the Christmas recess with his written by one of the memers of the
The Happy Hour of Music and blow. Eva had been happily mar- Kaiser at Doom isn't pretty sorry j > fleets' will be used to create the ly thought of you, the donor. Simpiy
I Fi ll. I1AVIS, ERROL FLYNN
mother Mr.s. Ella Bird.
club. Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth of Message service will present a pro ried to Lewis C. Tatham mow prin- his empire was lost to him by over- | character! ti • boom" of thc sea
send $3 to Tiie Courier-Gazette,
------,
! Rockport. "When Summer Comes gram devoted to Ihe singing and cipal of Erskine Academy in South ztalousness and if this Hitler man officials said.
Junior Harmony Club members
Maine Again." and the Maine stories oi Christmas carols. Tiie China. Mainei and their two child- isn't soon to overstep,
In Hi? same general locality will Rockland, and we will do the rest
made merry at a Christmas party , Federation of Music Clubs Song. readings will be given by Agnes Sive- len, Pauline Maude and Lewis
be a typical Maine beach decorated
Thursday night at Community “State of Maine." Current events wriglit. Adelle Hawkins. Jennie Charles Tatham Jr., now respectiveFarmer: “You must be brave to by gay sun umbrellas and other ad including the mailing at Christmas
Building. A tree, decorated with were given by Mrs. Laura Maxey. Wiley and Virginia White. Musical ly Senior and Freshman in Rock- feme i own with a parachute in a juncts cf beach life. Hotels and time of an attractive Yuletide gift
Phone 892
tinsel and colored ornaments A paper entitled “Maine' written selections and accompaniments will port High School, came to mak? 8®}® ilM' this,
summer homes such as are found in card bearing your name as the
Shows—Mai. 2. Evg„ 6.30. 8.30
which was placed in the center of by Mrs. Currier of Bangor was read be interspersed by the instruments their home with their grand- S^ra.rJ?er:
£°me ?°Wn Maine will complete the scene.
Cniiliniintis Sal. 2.00 lo 10.30
the stage was laden with attrac by Mrs. Vanessa Cowan. A paper and congregational singing.
146-159
In th? center of the exhibit, a giver
mother. Mrs. Lufkin .She became *
the parachtute. I went up
tively wrapped gifts. Christmas entitled “A Trip through Hancock
The men’s class through the kind- a mother to them in every sense of '' n tne tent'
miniature Maine lake containing
• • * •
carols were sung and a variety of County" was read by MLss Nellie ncs: of Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
fish and beaver will be in the fore
Washington's foreign consular ground. I11 the background will be
refreshments served The 24 mem Cochrane. Mrs. Angelica Glover cf Rockland spent an enjoyable the word.
Mrs.
Lufkin
attended
Rockland
,nv. xwiw
, and diplomatic service lists of wo- a miniature forest-covered mountain
bers present included Barbara Las- read two poems written by Hattie evening Monday.
After a« covered
sell, Harriet and Edith Clark, Ruth Hall. "A Health to the State of dish supper Rev. Mr MacDonald Commercial College and for sev-j men are very few ^5, have not animated birds and animals made
Emery. Betty Holmes. Louise Vea- ^|aine- and "Stars in the North." 'howed the pictures of his trav-'ls f eral >'®ars was head bookkeeper for responded to the allure of entering to scale will focus attention to the
',he Ordway Plaster Company in this line of service Only seven State's wildlife.
zie. Ruth McMahon. Margaret and ^jrs ^jjCe Karl read a paper on the past summer.
Camden. She was at one time ac- women have enteied since the first
At the left, the visitor will sec fac
Beverly Havener, Pauline Spear. „Thp B|g Wood - and Mrs Julia
..r.r-_-a« ALZ
companist for a male quartet madelene qualified 111 IMS and only two tories and mills typical of Maine
Martha Leeman, Ruth Spear. Ber-: yurray on
THp from Portland
MEDOMAk,
llP of f°ur of her brothers who used women will remain in the service industry. Smoke will pour from th"
tha Coombs. Elaine Poust. Eloise, lQ preedom •• jirs. pern Cumming
------10 sing in the Rockville church. She after this year.
chimneys ol these establishments
Law, Leona Wellman. Melzine Mc'|t,poke briefly about Aroostook
*
had been an officer of the Loyal
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Theodore
McLain
and they will, to all intents and purCaslin. Mary Farrand. Chariot’ " | county. The meeting closed with
In
the
old
days
on
thc
Caix*
in
Temperance League at Glen Cove
pase; be bu-ily engaged in turning .
Murphy, Arlene Fickett, Veronia (hp singing of the Federation of and daughter Pauline spent Friday and an officer of Nelson Dingley Massachusetts, the worst foes were | out
the many and varied products I
Murphy. Eleanor Shute and Esther Won,ens- club iSong, o pmes of in Rockland.
not Indians but crows and black that are made in the State.
Mr.s. Astor Willey passed several Lodge. IO.G.T at Rockland.
Munro. Because of illness Eileen j jyajRe ••
She joined the Rockland Chris- bird?. which caused so much damdays recently with her sister Mrs.
In front of these industrial build
MISS ALICE FLANAGAN
Eeach and Dorothy Havener were J..........
.........................
tian Advent Church when 12 and age tc crops that in 1660 the lav. ings will be a bridge over which a 1
Clarence Eugley in Waldoboro.
will be manager of
unable to attend, their gifts being
fl 1C1J|\]C' »■*’’
Mr. and Mr.s. Clifford Shuman thereafter became a member of the demanded that each householder locomotive will puff along hauling I
taken to them by friends.
NUK 1 H LUSHING
visited Sunday with Mr.s. Burgess First Baptist Church in 1915. She 1 kill 12 blackbirds and three crows a long line of cars. On the sides of
j Longfellow School closed Friday. Simmcns in Friendship.
these cars will be written the name
had been treasurer of the church each year.
Thomas Carter spent lact weekend school, had taught the class menSarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copper j Lylnan Bates and brother. Lewis
of a different Maine product. After
* * * *.
Starting iMonday, Dec. 19
Kettle, Hand Bags, for Christmas gates are cutting logs for H. E. with Mrs. Carter in Boston.
tioned lor several years and had : Vicar: "And what is your name, pausing at the factories, the train
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Shuman and previously been a teacher in the ™y little man?"
will disappear into a tunnel bound
New Prices: Finger Wave, 35c; Shampoo, 35c;
gifts, $3.0f) a«»r$5 00. Scarfs, $1.00 Smith in East Friendship
Mr mm
and Mrs. sx.rriviu
Clifford mmu....
Shuman were junior department of the school. ! Smail boy: "Well, if that ain't the for the world's markets.
,»r.
149-152
Irving Latva has returned to New supper
Manicure, 35c; ell three fcr $1.00
guests Friday _of Mr. and j
Mre TjlfMn w># especlaiij. de., limit Why. lt was you who Chrisand $1.95—adv
Tumbling down from the indus
________
“ York after several days' visit at
151-lt
Mrs Ashley Walter in Waldoboro.
“«•
»»»
«- : ‘
trial
buildings
and
emptying
into
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Genthner voted to her home and immediate
me!
"Dishes For the Christmas Table,' 1
Io]a w
motored last Sat• • • •
the lake will be a waterfall typifying >
family and was much depended
a timely article for he housewife
Portiand with a party of and children were visitors last Sat- | upon
lives are albums written the marvelous waterpower resources
by her husband's mother. Mrs.
urday In Rockland.
by Mary Lee Swann is featured m! Thomaston friends,
that Maine possesses.
through
in Rockland
1 Sarah F. Lufkin, who lives nearby ,
the American Weekly Magazine
While a description of this pano
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and and is now along in years and in 'Vi‘h S°°d °r ulor true,
James Young is having his house
ramic view may sound as though the
with the Dec. 18th issue of the wired. William Sallinen of South children were recent guests of Mr. poor health. Her life has been And as the blessed angels turn
yragrant
mijf'
exhibit wa made of many disjointed
Easton Sunday Advertiser.
and Mrs. Ralph Keene at Glendon spent for these that she loved, and Tlie pages of our years.
Cushing doing the work
scenes, ibis is not the case. It is a
Mrs. Edith Young entertained
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Shuman are ! in the work of her church.
.c_od 8rant tI>eY read the good with smoothly flowing panorama without
visiting their children in Camden | others who survived Mrs. Lufkin '
smiles
CHRISTMAS TURKEYS Variety Club Wednesday night.
any perceptible breaks to mar the
Mrs Martha Simmons was recent (besides those mentioned are three And b,ot. the ill with tears."
Mr. and Mr.s. L. R. Bates and Mrs,
effect.
A
Farnham. I
• • • •
L. P. Cummings were recent callers guest of her mother in Lewiston. | brothers.. Ansel
35c lb dressed
After he has looked this scene over
Harold
Collamore
visited
his
aunt,
1
RochestPr
N
H
Her
bert
D
Famj
“
Such
delicious
cakes"
gushed
in Warren.
the visiter will do an about face to
Enter Your Order Early
Raymond Kangas made a busi Mr. . Astor Miller in Dutch Neck 1 hnm Beifast Rev Charies O Fam- thf man at thc table of a friend- peer over the other side oi the
Lothrop Turkey Ranch ness trip Wednesday to East Friend recently.
|ham; D D Worcester,' and two "1 really d0 not know how many I bridge. Here he will find a scent
UNION, ME.
Dunklec._ have had■"
ship.
|sisters. Mrs. Ernest W.
... ______
designed to call attention to Maine's
149*151
"Six ', piped up the young son agricultural and seafood products.
The huge gift stock of Edward 5 south Vernon. Vt., and Mrs. Mauwho was allowed only one.
Christmas happiness that extends O'B. Gonia, totalling $50CO is offered |ricg R £now RoclcIand
The scene is a dock where a
0 • « •
over many weeks, bringing comfort, ln a great Chrislln“ aale at V-3
Services were held in the First
miniature steamship rocks gently to
What
a
beautiful
spirit
the
Rupride of ownership and genuine sat
the . well of the sea. On the dock.
Baptist Church Sunday. Rev J.
isfaction results from giving her a never saw such an opportunity .0 ch , MacDonald offleia'ine The'binsteln club has show in its con- 1 ready to be shipped will be every
buy
gifts
of
rare
distinction
at
such
,
and
,
e
rert
and
benefit
for
the
Hospital.
—■—* —
:
■fur coat or cloth coat from thc
farm -product
raised
in ■■
the State.
guaranteed, up- to- the- moment sharply reduced prices. Visit the,la/8® a endance and ^ profusion
Lobster traps, nets hung out to dry
beautiful
Gonia
store
467
Main
street
;°
f
beautiful
flowers
testified
to
the
styled coats of Lucien K. Green &
Merry Christmas ls what Main
two fishing smacks in the middle i
love and regard in which the de street cheerily calls to all who pass and
Son, 16 School St.. Rockland.—adv. and see tor yourself.—adv.
distance will call attention to Maine '
ceased was held. Four of the bear up thi$ brilliantly and beautiful
seafoods. The slap of the sea I
$1.35
ers were the same who served at I
Cemetery Wreaths
r...
t, ■ • s jdaughV idi'plav
of genuine
spirit, against the pilings and the creaking
he funeral
of Mrs. ,Lufkm
\
»
jyp Christmas
three rousing
of
the
rigging
and
mooring
lints
of boxwood
ter—Charles E. Gregory- Stanley D. {1,pprs
thp Ci Falher> anfl
will be sound effects that will add
Gregory. Maurice R Snow and1 Central Maine Power Co.
Whether you prefer the caressing
realism to this scene.
$2.00 to $5.00
Everett W. Humphrey: the two
Before leaving the Maine building,
cloud of bath powder from the distin55,.
others being Millard W. Hart and
"Would you be afraid to hunt the visitors will have an authentic
guished
Yardley
box
with
its
giant
and $1.10
Rustic Baskets
Kenneth A. Hooper. Interment was lions with a club. Bill?"
"preview" ot what Maine is really
in Achorn cemetery.
like.
puff, or the perfumed shower of misty
"Not
if
there
were
enough
mem

85c, $1.00, $1.50
Those from out of town attend bers in the club.'' said Bill.
He will have found out its many
talcum, these Yardley powders will
ing the funeral included Herbert
and varied attractions as a place
* • • «
Flowering Plants and Pottery as
bring you the final exquisite refine
j D Farnham. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Who knows? Common sense may ,;i which to live, work and play.
appropriate gifts for the
! W. Dunklee and son Courtland, and eventually .save the world, as a great
ment of bath luxury—and leave you
| Lewis C. Tatham. Sr.
“hard to please”
industrialist says, but isn't it gowrapped in silken gauze, fresh and
Frank
II.
Ingraham
,
*
jng t0 be kind of hard to get any
MONDAY-TUESDAY
delicately redolent of English lav
------------------two persons to agree as to who's
Table Centerpieces
JACKIE. v
Once
in a while comes a gift
~
‘ sug got any?
ender blossoms. The finest quality,
In the gay Christmas spirit to
0 » • •
gestion that is a “natural.’ We sub
dress raeh holiday table
soothing, beautifying and protec
COOPER
mit: A three-pound box of those de
Being asked the name of the
The all-American boy tlar..
licious Fuller-Cobb-Davis candies at world’s greatest composer, a smart
In the picture all America
tive. In our Yardley of London Shop,
will
take
ta
ill
heart*
“FUfTWERS ARE ALWAYS
$2 in the famous black and white young man answered “Chloroform.”
'GANGITEirt
.......................... Floor.
APPROPRIATE"
• •00
box. Mail orders filled. Tel. 564.
The Candy Corner, 373 Main St..
BOV
Such a splendid Tespon.sc has
YARDLEY LAVENDER DUSTING POWDER WITH PUFF $1.35
Rockland. This special reduction in come from interested people who
■ MtHtERim RKTIII
price is on the three-pound boxes realize the needs of Knox Hospital
YARDLEY LAVENDER TALCUM 55c and $1.10
TODAY
only, and lasts until Christmas —ad. The general donations are greatly
THREE MESQUITEERS in
1 appreciated.
“OVERLAND STAGE RAIDERS”
Ever se e a three pound box of j
• • ♦ •
lhe famous Fuller-Cobb-Davis can-! He: "Last Christmas the Lodgerdies in the black and white box? zes gave us something and we didn't
| Until Christmas, special reduction, them, but that was because we gave
TEL. 318-W
MAIN ST. AT LIMEROCK, ROCKLAND, ME.
3-pound boxes only $2. What better them the year before and they
1 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
fiUtl The Candy Corner. Tel. 564. didn't give us. What do you think
144-151
I city, 373 Main street.
151-152 they will do this year?
The Pastor will deliver a message
at the Baptist chapel at 2 o'clock Hooray, the Lindberghs Are
Sunday. The Bible School will
.
-t, .
convene at 3 p. m.; Christian EnNot Going To Live In
1 deavor service at 6 p. m.; Miss Edith 1
Germany
t Hclmberg leader. The everting serv- I
I ice will be in the church on the
i Ridge. The Sunday School children
l
Friends
ot Col. Charles A. Lindj give a Christmas entertainment j bergh sajd that he had taken an [
, and tree Thursday night at the apartment in Paris and settled down
1 .■!,•.
—!» TH,.rr.
church.
There will Hn
be rfl/>ltaHnne
recitations I, .j.ere wj.....
tjj j,js family for the winter.,
by the chlidren, singing by a young
Tbe American fiver had found his!
peoples choir and a Christmas tree.
on |hp Brpton
of n)lef |

Work Has Begun On State’s
Exhibit At the New York •••

Castine Normal

A GREAT BOOK...
A GREATER FILM1

OONATRUSSEll
CITADEI

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR

DECEMBER
SPECIALS

SILSBY’S
FLOWER SHOP

PARK ?!

CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.

Every-Other-Day
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GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
protect coastwise shipping by day and by night,
e day's news from many lonely outposts along
i-ine's waterfront.

t

Is Radio Taxable?

?

THE LYRIC MUSE

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

Re/=\lm of
Music
ly Cladyi St. Clair Heiitad

Maine Law Court Is Now
Wrestling With That
Question
—
The Maine Law Court concluded
Its term hearings and went into
consultation Friday afternoon tx)
decide, among more weighty mat-

With the Extension Agents
— And The —

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

A meeting of the conservation, Boothbay. Dec. 16, at the Grange
committee was held in the court ) hall. Simonton. Dec. 19. at the
Bcfore me is a program of the re- bier has possibilities of color of
the <>uestlon of whether or not house, Rockland. Dec. 12. Lyle community hall with Mrs. Cecil
cital at the Peabody Institute at bronzes and blues and reds that a )8 radio is tax-exempt as a piece Davis of the Orono office was Annis and Mrs. Guy Annis serving
THE SPAR GROWTH
’ land. Mr. White will be greatly
present and discussed the 1939 pro- j the square meal for health. DamSOOTHING SOUNDS
Music, Baltimore, by Felix Salmond, novice ln color would hardly sus- ] of hou ehold furniture.
IPor The COurler-Gazette I
missed by a large circle of friends.
gram and the making out of appll- \ ariscotta. Dec. 20. at the Biscay
Comp and walk with me today
|Por The Courier-Oazette |
cellist, so well known to music pect—so there blossomed forth upon | The radio question came to the cations for super-phosphate. The community house with Mrs. Lily
Robert Sterling Jr.. Jack Robin
We will take a .backward way
son. "8111" Morrison and Willard The simple sounds that soothe the lovers in this section, the program my front board an accurately and;COyf| jn t.h€ Penobscot case of the following men were present; A. E Waltz and Mrs Mary Bumpus on
To those times of carefree Joys
When we agin j men were boys
soul.r
! Burns, and Roland Gushee. Union; the dinner committee. County Agent
'sent home by Francis Havener Jr. sensitively colored bird that re-'
Hilt attended ther Fort Theatre SunIn that seaside village rife
.
. That quiet, and appease,
mained there until the following ! Inhabitants of the Town of Holden , Herbert Cunningham. Washington; i Wentworth will attend meetings in
day evening. After the show they Are raindrops droning on the roof
With its bustling shipping life
who is a voice student there with term. That means only one thing—'vs Ross James in which the town Lester Shibles, Rockport; Harold Boothbay and Damariscotta and
Allison M Watt,
were joined by Arthur Harlow and ^rTckUn? o'fVburn.n, log
Frank Bibb. Mr. Salmond, who tliat the dominant note in Alton's
Allen. Hope; E. C Teague. Warren; discuss land use planning.
JamalCA. Vt.
brought action to recover a tax of Philip Seekins and Axel Nelson, •
Westley Wentworth at the home of 1 A light with cozy glow;
• * *, •.
• • . •
scored a tremendous hit. offered makeup was a sensitive apprecivi’ d un.
Contented purring ol a cat
W. R. Hilt where a birthday anni- upon the hearth below;
Thomaston; H. A. Clark. White- )
Christmas Apples
"Seven Variations on a Theme of a tion of the beauty of color—in $1.30 with costs upon a radio.
Ocean Chasms
versarv luncheon was served.
1 A steaming kettle s muffled song
Arguing for the plaintiff. Attor field; Stanley Kastanowski. North
One-half pound pitted dates; 1
Mczart" from "The Magic Flu*-" by fact, a love for beauty in almost any
Chasms deeper than the Grand
That lend, a sleepy spell
Beethoven. Brahms' Sonata in F form. He was really intended for a ney B. W Blanchard contended Whitefield. Sam Erskine. North eftp nut meats; 1 cup raisins. 1 cup
Canvon of the Colorado have been
"A Guardian's Memories was The winter wind? that wall without,
Major, op 99; Debussy's Sonata in great artist, but his awareness for that a radio "cannot be classed as Newcastle; William Bryant, Dain- dried prunes or apricots. Steam
di covered in the bed of the ocean read with pleasure in last week's
are’wc
news column. Come again. Retired Of droT.y’^Sfe,"" so(>Ih,ng str“n" D minor; and in the group of four the things I have mentioned plus a an article of household furniture ariscotta Mills; Joe Chapman, prunes or apricots without soaking
by the sonic depth finder.
Damariscotta;
Vernard
Carter in the upper part of double boiler
; And oh. the rosy, cozy warmth
I closing the program are noted desire to get to work early, sideOne of these submarine canyons, Keeper Mann.
j That comes Irom sounds like these! | "Piece en forme de Habanera" by tracked him into his present pro- and especially cannot be classed Round Pond; and Wallace Spear, until the pits can be removed from
perhaps cut by a prehistoric river
Jean Langlllc Rutherford | Ravel, and "Berceuse" by Daniel fession where the qualities men- as an article of household fur North Nobleboro.
the prunes or apricots are soft
that flowed down the ancient con
Lubec
These men will have available enough to chop easily. Mix in
Karpilowsky. numbers which found tioned made him the success he so niture in this particular case be
k n n
tinental slope, lies off the coast of
j such high favor in the Rockport assuredly is."
cause defendant had no household work sheets for farmers who have gredients and put through food
HOLLY BERRIES
California and is 70 miles long and
Knead paste until it
,
Town
Hall
concert
this
past
sumwithin meaning of the term as de- not come in the program before. chopper.
IFor
The
Courier-Gazette
1
from 6.09 to 8.000 feet beneath the
forms a smooth ball. If the fruits
We
Are
Engaged
In
An
Ar

mer.
i
A
long-lost
symphony
by
Joseph)
.
nUmtiffs
brief
IThey
wU1
aIso
have
available
appli“plateau" of the sea floor.
How red the holly berries gleam
It is gratifying to know that Haydn was recently discovered in
p
cations for the 47% super-phos- are dry. add a little orange or lemon
window, door and mantle
Another, the Chotsui Pii canyon
gument As To What Con At
Francis is doing very well at Pea- ,lle °'d Music Library of Edinburgh for according to agreed statement phate that can be obtained from the juice, honey, or peanut butter.
W: hout. a wrap of ermine
near the Philippines, is 9.600 feet
Spreads o'er Helds and cottage gentle body, with his teacher holding high University by Dr Hans Gal. Aus-] of facts defendant has no other! Searsport plant. These men will
Shape the above mixture into tiny
stitutes Cape Cod
The nedge rows llke two strongholds
deeo.
hopes for him. He is fortunate ln ,rlan musicologist, composer and' property of any kind, he has no also assist in explaining the pro apples about l'i inches in diameter.
j
Embellishments
of
marble
These abysses can be accurately j
------having a soloist position in a conductor, and was performed at a ^family, therefore it is the conten- :Pram to the farmers in their com- Roll the apples ln shredded coccameasured by the sonic depth finder Editor of The Biack Cat:—
_ every _house
_ ____
! And
has fringe of tee
nut tinted green. Insert whole
church
choir at a salary, and also concert and broadcast bv the B B C. tion of the pialntiff that defendant | munitieswhich listens to the "echo " of sound
Dec 3 in lne Courier-Gasette ! with'ieteies'that aparkie.’
cloves at thc top and bottom to
takes tickets at the door for ail on ®cfuider Dr Gal's baton. has no household and having no j
leflected from the ocean bed and tilerc appeared a story about Donald
®2erf’
*^,.nuetvwlth *°n®
simulate the stem and blossom ends.
With
Homes
concerts, thus enabling him to hear Gnc daV. while cataloguing the li
,
■
........ The
-— --------i—
Bangs of the Coast Guard being Cn every born.' the- feuu prolong
transla'es time into distance
the splendid artists the annual brary. Dr Gal came across an old. household could have no furniture
The following offlcers and pro. i To tint the cccoanut. sprinkle a
ttansferted from Scituate. Mass., to Wi h Christina* cheer and duty.
• • • •
Wlute Head and the article!
series embrace
We have high dustv Pile of low orchestra parts, therein.
I ject leaders were elected as a result little cokl water on a sheet of waxed
Portland Head
‘‘The situation seems to be about cf planning meetings last week:
! paper, spread the cocoanut on the
forth that he was one of the best- For peace on earth good will to men hopes for Francis, too The com- Examining a viola part- which was
F O Hilt called Sunday on Keep kr.cw; Coast Guardsmen on Cape
Burkettvllle;
chairman
Mrs Paper and sPrink!e over “ 3 little
bination of fine character, beautiful without any inscriotion. more closesame as a bachelor living in a
K S F
er C. O. Dyer in Portland.
Rockland
i voice, musicianly feeling and am- 'ynll^e
, t0„^nd a furnished hotel room as guest of Carolyn Leigher; secretary. Mrs Brefn vegetable coloring Rub th?
Cod.
Robert Sterling Jr. is busy filling
It » »»
bition should take him far. end we genuine Haydn m.lody. H, prornnrr. Gladys Linscott; foods leader. Mrs coccnnut with th? palms of the
That statement re-opened
orders for Christmas cards and pic- arclent debate as t0 jusl what are j
m el he will not disappoint us. Mr. ceeded to a'semble the whole set of ,he management and in his room Nettie Grinnell; clothing leader. | bands so that jT^wjll. take evenly.
MERRY CHRISTMAS
3ibb avd his parents take the Rock- orchestra parts including a first was placed a radio for his conven- Mis. Kenneth Hutchins; and home |
I For The Courler-Oazet te I
Jack Robinson was overnight
bopnds, of. "tl^. rt8htarm
’
; land boy under their wing for violin part with the title: Sym- ience and comfort."
management leader. Mrs. Arthur j
<-H Club Notes
guest Wednesday of "Bill' Morrison Massachusetts
Ever since the Merry Christmas!" angels sang.
From the sky of midnight glory;
Thanksgiving and Christmas, not phony. Op. 10. No. 2, In B flat, hy
-j-be question of whether or not Johnston.
automobile made Cape Cod a popu;
The
Hatchet
Mountain 4-H club
Capt Cottage.
Merry Christmas' gentle shepherds.
merely to provide a home for the Gplsep?e I?.ayd51'
.
, .
. the radio was exempted as a musi- I Bristol: chairman. Mrs. Harriet'of Hope under the leadership of
Mrs Robert Flckett and daughter iar vacation resort, and the inter Hear our Joyous heavenly story."
holidays whic i otherwise would oe
Breitkopt s tnematic catalogue oi
instrument was raised although ! Redonnett; secretary, Mrs. Mary i Mrs. Bessie Hardy has re-organized
were callers Sunday, evening at the esting history of that venerable and
Christmas!" sang the star
b.iely. but because they genuine'} 1772 mentions this symphony as the
' '
Crooker; foods leader. Mrs. Esther for 1939 and is working for its
home of R. T. Sterling
extensive sandspit became widely Merry
To the travelers tired, weary.
,
second of a set of three but later the defendants attorney. Michael,clothing leadej.
MrJseal of aehievement. OfflMisses Patricia and Earlene known, more and more persons in Merry Christmas, reverent Wise Men -ike and admilt him.
it
was
lost
and
not
mentioned
in
Pilot
waived
Let
your
hearts
be
bright
and
cheery
'
....
any
contention
that
)
Florence
Prentice;
home
manage-i
cers electer are: President, James
Grant cf Cape Elizabeth were guests communities that are really on the
,
fHonrt hi, had Hw lheJllst of ,the complete list of a radio ls a musical instrument.ment leader. Mrs. Mary Weeks; and Wentworth; vice president. Jenness
of Mr- F O. Hilt Tuesday and mainland are wont to refer to them- Merry Christmas!" cattle sang
.
hear I;•- I‘<
Hajdns w°rks. A maf‘uf2y’pt ,°
Mr. Pilot continued that the fact , librarian. Miss Emma Weeks.
Eugley; secretary, Wilfred Hobbs;
Wednesday afternoons
selves as Cape Codders
Standing round the stable manger.
f
„
and has itnt»»n me this work dated June 15. 1 n. was
possessed only one or two' Nobleboro: chairman. Mrs. Eola treasurer. Dana Herrick: color;
Mr. and Mrs W C. Dow were re
I didn t think, however that any "Merry Christmas Baby darling
Welcome,
lovely
little
stranger."
event
f
™
nd
£Ome
m
h
e
itemJ
dW
not
exclude
them
from'
Ha
tch:
secretary.
Mrs
Wesley
Nichbearer. Wiliiam True; cheer leader.
cent callers at th? station.
Scituate denizen would makr such
Mrs Charles Sterling of Peaks 5 ciaim. for that ancient town is Merry Christmas!" let us say
« 6 ate s far better than I stadj museum but since the hand.
ois; foods leadet. Mrs. Mildred Philip Wentworth; and club reMvra Hess-far better than I v.riting resembled that of Haydns being in the class of furniture. and,Rjcker. clothing ,eader Mfs AdRey
Hroy Beverage
Island visited Wednesday with Mrs no nearer Cape Cod than SearsBy our words and our behavior.
for I‘had Si- ychUnger brOtn’jb^to him 'rhe Urg€d UP°n ,hf C0Urt “that U 3 Peck; home management leader. The Medomak Maine-iax of North
R. T Sterling
rr.cn; is to Rockland; in fact it te S,XEhw^ kno'w ,h,eBe&m sluor
Rev. H G. Clark and Mrs. Clark about 30 miles from the Cape Cod
.. Watts
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Again the hands wer? reversed
Tis then I count my blessings
Nothing spectacular, nothing of
For which millions cannot pay;
-A Woman Pioneer In Popular SongFor you see. they make my evenings
show-off. Just the grandest piano
The best part of the day
mu ic by the most unassuming per
Margaret Elwell
son I can imagine "
Spruce Head
The Worces’er Teleeram had an
intriguing editorial following the
STARLIGHT
concert—I like it a lot;
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"There is a certain pleasure in not
Last night I tried to count the stars
knowing
music
Although
a
So high above my head
As each gave for.h It's tiny light
thorough knowledge cf it probcbly
A radiance It spread
h'ightens enjoyment in some wavs,
Upon the night, and yet I know
it also must detract from the inno
Th. brightest of them all
Alone, could scarcely cast a beam
cence of listening to a great pianist
Of light, it ls so small
without worrying about his finger
How like the ttar? we humans are
ing and treatment cf the numbers
We need the kindly light
„„ . .
„.uI That shines forth from each friendly 01- dl' prce.am. Music c.i ics. who
face.
explode with pra:s? for Miss Myra
To make our own more bright.
Hess, who played Monday night at
And from an undtrstandlng heart
Clark University, cannot know what
Unselfish friendship give.
Together we can make this world
fun It is to listen to Mis- Hess withA better place to live
cut
thinking about it. It is enough
Rose B Hupper
to know that her music sounds
Tenants Harbor
I great, without having to figure out
r »K»
whv it is great. Po sibly with thc
MY FRIEND ROSE
unlearned persons of the audience
IFor The Courier Oazette|
ir, mind. Wss Hess chcse familiar
I have a frter.d who is very dear.
Chopin pieces for the latter part of
So sweet and kind and good.
Whenever I've been troubled
her program. She p'.ayed Va'.s°
She has always understood
, Opus 18 which little girls who take
And given me a comforting word
WbHeI her kind hand held mine close music lessor,s have been insulting
It seems as though I've never had
ior year?. When Miss Hess played
A friend more dear than Rose.
it the piece became fresh It mad?
1 tne feel that little girls should not
She has a million tasks to do.
She's busy as a bee
By Daniel I. McNamara
be allowed to play Chopin. For if
From early mom till late at eve
In the
___ to see
it were not for Miss Hess and a few
Yet __
has______
always time
When frTend Is’troubled or distressed, others he would hav? been killed
TROLLY MORSE, who in 1921
And to give a word of cheer.
long ago by mediocre playing. To
Or send a dainty gift of food
created "Three o'clock in the
' the younger people in the audience
When Illness hovers near
Morning." as one of the popular
u
.. . ,
, who have spent most of their lives
song lilts of a generation, enjoys
Its friendship such as hers that gives
vfics Hpsthe distinction of being the first
To life its aavor and its zest.
1 listening to hot rhythm. Miss Mes
For true friendship, come weal, come hinted with her playing that Fats
woman songwriter to have been
woe.
elected to membership in the Amer
Walhr as good as he is. lacks semeIt always stands the test.
ican Society of Composers. Authors
I thing"
And so I think I m truly blest
and Publishers In her home in
To have Rose as a friend.
• • • •
90
sedan
And prav our friendship will endure
thc Westchester hills near New
Right
on unto the end.
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York City, she treasures as a mei i
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i ol a new book of poems by Agnes
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lines which are most suggestive as
Olds
Sixty—to sell right square in the low-price field. To those
She was Dorothy Terriss, a fourto the voice quality for which stu
North Waldoboro. Dec. 12
who have previously driven smaller, lighter cars, here is a
4e?n-year-old Brooklyn school girl
dents should strive. The poem ls
when she first visited New York’s
: Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
marvelous opportunity — the opportunity to get Oldsmobile
entitled "When Kathleen Sings."
Tin Pan Aliev with her song lyrics,
Am giving you the story that foi- and the lines follow:
styling, performance and quality at a price they can easily pay.
there to enlist the interest of the belt's death. Ten years before,
popular song composer Theodore they were associated In the or lows for your personal perusal or to -warm. rich, melodious, her voice
For the new Olds Sixty Sedan9—both the Two-Door and FourMorse (“Good Bye. My Blue Bell." ganization of the American Society use otherwise, as you deem best:
envelopes me.
Door models — are priced $106 less than the lowest - priced
"Dear Old Girl.” "Down in Jungle of Composers, Authors and Publish
There appeared in the 'This and I Like velvet cloak on shoulders that
Town"). Two years later in 1906 ers. through which the creators of That " column an interesting story
are stlll£from
Etude„
1938 Oldsmobile 9edans. Before you buy any low-priced car,
they were married, with a resul song, by united action, license the
drive an Oldsmobile with the new Rhythmic Ride. Check its
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song that rivalled the romance of their copyrighted works and pro experiences when on a lecture tour. A;ion Hau Blackington's recent lecsize, features and appointments. Then compare prices. We’re
tb ir successful ballads.
tect them against unauthorized
sure you’ll agree that this year...“You Ought to Own An Olds!”
Dolly Morse's first works ap- commercialization. The Society which reminds us of another read J ture on the hurricane, and in this
p ; d under the male pseudonyms started with about one hundred a long while ago. It was soon after connection it is of interest to quote
of Alfred Scott and I). A. Esrom. members. Now there are more than the close of the Civil War when the from a >ett€r a former Rockland
★ Delivered at Lansing, Mich., subject to change without notice.
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ho- izon broadened, she ventured to the Society is affiliated with foreign United States were still much
Sid,
"I want to tell you about Alton
»id, >nolion
n ■ her maiden name professionally. performing right societies with ag strained. Mr. Beecher was on a lec Blackington. I was so glad when I
ment and accessories—extra. General Motors Instalment Plan.
•/in
'»n»no»<d
1 dor this she wrote her greatest gregate membership of forty-flva ture tour through England, and one knew at last that I was to have the
• A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE «
h. ' Three o’clock in the Morning.” thnusa nd.
opportunity to hear him because
Some of thc songs r!ic wrote with
After her husband’s death, sha night speaking in London the audi
1 • husband were: "Another Rag," gave up the pen name of Dorothy ence began to heckle him. Onc man there was absolutely no doubt in my
mind as to what the outcome would
‘A ben Uncle Joe Plays a Rag on Terris? and used the name of Dolly I shouted:
be You know the old arc always
1, Old Banjo,” “Bobbin’ Up and "Morse exclusively. In 1936 she left
"You said you could subdue thc remembering! Years ago in Room
Fo
I) -wu” and "Hail, Hail the Gang’s an important executive post in 1 South in three months, why didn't
'• 'I'd aft ">Otlon
3, I asked Carrie Gregory- the week
All Here." Other songs written un music publishing for full time en I ycu do it?"
,,ol»llil,d.
Sid,
’’"d body ,0N
der the various names of the versa- joyment of her home and daughter
With his characteristic quick re- | before Thanksgiving, to draw a
m'"imi„d.
t 1- woman writer are: ”1 Always —impossible during her busy pro partee Mr. Beecher replied: We ■ good-sized turkey on the board and
‘’’lew I’d Find You," “My Wonder- fessional career.
to print under it: ‘When is Thanks
! i’ One." “Baby Your Mother,”
Mrs. Morse is now enjoying travel could had they beenW.Englishmen."
giving? Don't axe me!’ She out
R.
Walter
‘ hhere Must Be a Silver Lining,” and social diversion, but she is not
lined it in first-class shape. At re
Tn the Twilight,” "Siboney” and at all sure that she has retired from
WINTER STREET
The sales and show rooms of the cess in came Alton. Stopped short.
h I reds of others.
songwriting. “A songwriter just
ROCKLAND, MAINE
' eodorc Morse was an intimate can’t retire,” she explains. "When ■ Central Maine Power Co. 447 Main Burst out: 'Can I color that?’ Yes.
o'. e late Victor Herbert. He died the urge to write comes, you just | street, will be open evenings until if you want to; here's the box of
I Christmas.—adv.
colored crayon.’ Now a turkey gobM >.« 25, 1924. the day before Her- have to write.”
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